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The Conference is supported by a grant from the
Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation of New York City.
Drawn from six states and diversified industries, the
majority of business leaders are graduates of liberal
arts institutions. Among the corporate and business leaders are Dwight
L. Allison Jr., President and chief executive officer of
the Boston Company; Robert Anthony, Ross Graham
Walker Professor of Management Control at Harvard
Business School and Chairman of the Board of
Trustees &t Colby; Edward R. Cony, Vice President for
News, The Wall Street Journal ; Dominic A. Cusano,
division vice president/ Scott Paper Company;
Timothy Foote, Senior Editor, Time Magazine ;
Patricia J. Fritts, Human Resource Research and
Design, Union Mutual Life Insurance Company; S. G.
Marzullo, manager, International Government
Relations, Mobil Gil Corporations; and Melvin J. Hill,
President, Gulf Oil Exploration and Production
Company.
Others include Paul Jensen, President of Thomas
College and former Dean of Faculty at
Colby ;Lawrence C. McQuade, senior Vice President of
W. R. Grace and Company; Robert S. November, Vice
President, The New York Times" Company; Claude
Rogers, partner, - Arthur Andersen and Company;

by Lucy P. Nichols
(^lby faciUty
Sixteen busme^meri/ sixt^n
members
and admiittistoaiionpersonhei, and nine students will
sit
down , today ifor^a two-day roundtable discussion on the
roles of rbusiness
and ihe liberal arts in Millett
Alumni
[
¦:' "' ¦:;' 7 7''7;7777'' r ;7' : 7'
House. -77 y ''
The goal of tlie Conference;; on Business and the
Liberal Arts is to promote a frank exchange of ideas in
five discussion isessibns centered on Conceptions of the
Liberal?" Arts, Academic Views of Business and
Business Views of Academia/ What Does Business
Want from the Liberal Arts, Future Developments for
Business and the Liberal Arte, and , Future Relations
between Businesisand tlie Liberal Arts.
The conference is expected to prpduce a report that
assesses the responsibilities of liberal ^arts institutions
to the business conununity., -A:f ix >f: -7aa : '
TAs educators, we are concerned with how ebrporate
and busings leaders view liberal ^rts graduates, what
they*expect of them,and what students expect from the
business7sector,'' says President Cotter. "By opening
this" exchange of viewpoints we may well establish
some creative mechanisms for maintaining a regular
exchange between;^
he says. ;. . ' ~f ^y . : y . 7. " ~V .-;.7 ;:.77' ;-..v- aa:. -

Robert Sage, President, Sage Motor Hotels and Motor
Lodges; A Schmidt-Fellner, President of the Copper
Division and Vice President of Amax Incorporated;
Arthur F. Snyder, President of Commonwealth Bank
and Trust Company; Francis X. Stankard, Executive
Vice President, The Chase Manhattan Bank,^ North
American; and Mary Rines Thompson, President of
the Maine Broadcasting System.
The program invites the visitors to attend regularly
scheduled classes , on Thursday at 9:30 including
English 337 with Prof. Archibald, English 115-History
197 with Prof. Bassett, English 351 with Prof, Brancaccio, Economics 431 with Prof. Gemery, Geology 371
with Prof. Koons, Government 111 with Prof. Maisel,
Philosophy...Religion. English
133 with Prof.
McArthur and Prof. Sweeney; and Administrative
Science-Marketing with Prof. Marilyn Paul.
In addition student participants in the conference will
host the visitors "at the dining hall of their choice,"
Faculty participants will provide the leaders with an
informal evening meal.
The students, chosen on the basis of faculty recommendations, are: Eleanor S. Campbell, Government
9 Business and Liberal Arts conference
Continued on Page 8
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'" Roger Tatariah, a 34 - year veteran journalist with
the' United Press 'International, will receive the 1980
Elijah Parish Lovej oy Award on Nov> lOiat Colby,
The Lovejoy Award annually recbgnizes an editor,
reporter, or publisher for integrity^ craftsmanship,
in hono
r of
character, , intelligence^ and ; couragei
Lovejoy, America's first martyr to freedom of¦ the press
and a 1826 Cblby^graduate7 AyfAAAA yAy"' ' ' :¦
Tatariah, now Professor of, Jburrialisih at California
State University,7 Fresno, is studying problems with the
ihterhatibhal 'flow of hews in <#6perati6n with the
Edwwd R; Murrow Center ofofPublic*Diplomacy at Tuft
University^ Fletcher School Law and Diplomacy. At
a conference. ih Cairb in April, 1978, he presented a plan
for a Multinational News Agency that would improve
news-exchange y between the
¦ ¦ , developed and lesser
"¦- " '¦¦ .-' ' . .7
! 77
;
deveio^d'W6i^d_;i;7'7':;i7 . .:,
P'ribr to his service, as, Vice-Piroident and'Editor in
Chief of LUPI • from 19^2-1972, Tatariah served as UPI's

General News Manager for Europe, Middle East and
Africa ; bureau chief in London and Rome, and
correspondent and news editor with the Washington D.C.
bureau. ' ?~,
,./ . • ' • ••;.
During his ten years abroad, Tatarian was at the
scene, either as a reporter or supervising UPI coverage,
of every majQt diplomatic conference, including the
Foreign Ministers Conference in Berlin in 1954 and the
Summit conference in Geneva in 1955.
He .directed coverage of the lifting ,. of the Berlin
blockade, the 1956
winter Olympics, national elections in
Italy, Britain ¦ and France, the Hungarian revolt, the
Suez crisis and the landing of the U.S. Marines in
Lebanon.
. . .. y • The selection committee is composed of Thomas
Winship, editor of The. Boston Globe, Robert , M.White
II, editor and publisher of The Mexico Ledger, Eugene
C. Patterson, editor and president of St. Petersburg
Times, President Cotter and Robert Anthony, Chairroaiu
of the Board of Trustees.
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Roger Tatarian, journalist foi United Press International
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Former ,Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson became
President of Thomas College September. 1 and an
Executive Search Committee, chaired by Ecomonics
Department chairman Hank Gemery, has begun the
process of finding a replacement.
The faculty, at it's September meeting, elected four
members to the committee who represent the four
academic divisions. Chairman Gemery represents the
social sciences; Jonathan Weiss of the French. Department represents the humanities; and Roger Metz oFthe
physics Department incorporates the sciences. Charles
Bassett of the English and American studies Department was chosen 'from the Interdisciplinary Program.
The division representatives and President Cotter's
three appointments ; Prof. Harold Raymond of the
# Dean Search
Continu ed on page 8

News Briefs

Bates still has students waiting to be placed. The
students at Bates noted a lack of privacy, study hours ,
and sleeping hours , as some of their problems . Bates
College has no plans for expanding housing because the

(tets would be held to a minimum (students would
probably be housed in the FTAP ) and are estimated to
be less than $1000. If you7fcre interested , please see
Professor Jonathan Weiss (Lovejoy 328) before October
10.' ¦ - ¦ . . ¦ " - '
f

Bowpoin assesses its President
A seven member ad hoc committee of Bowdoin
trustees and overseers is-currently meeting to assess
the job performianc e of the college's president , Willard
F. Enteman. The committee was called in July and is
expected to reach a decision soon. Entema n was contracted to a five year term as the school's chief
executive in October , 1977. Previously, he was a
philosophy profess or and Provost at Union College.
Ehteiunan received an honorary degree from Colby last
summer.

Citizen 's Pres. Candidate

Flu shots are available to Colby students , staff ,
faculty _md their spouses . The shots are being administered from one to three every Tues. , Wed. and
Thurs. until Christm as bread in the Gar rison-Foster
Health Center. Cost is $2.50.

Mumps invade Campus

Booklist to be published

There is a case of mumps on campus . . Vaccinations
are available in the infirmary; Students who are unsure
if they need a vaccine are urged to check their medical
record s.

Jim Weston , Business Manager of Bates College has
agreed to publish copies of the second semester booklist
in an incomplete form. They feel this will give students
a better opportunity to pur chase their books at a less
expensive prive over the Christmas break.

J an Plan in Paris
There is the possibility of a January Progra m in Paris .
It would be a stud y of French theater perf ormances ,
and would be open to non—freshmen currently enrolled
in a 200—level French course or above. Students not
currently enrolled in French but who have a good
command of the spoken language would also be eligible.

Rowin g Club Approved , .

gives speech

On Saturday , September 20th, Barry Commoner ,
Citizen's Party presidential candidate gave a speech
about the Citizen 's Party literature and the Stat e Party
Platform , on the Bowdoin campus . Several member s of
.the Bowdoin community are involved in his campa ign
and will be doing this both on and off campus. Ronald
Reagan also has volunteers on campus and some
working in the Brunswick community. They will not
start actual campaigning until 2 weeks before the"^
election.
The largest volunteer force on campus
however is supporting Independent , candidate John
'
Anders on .

Flu Shots

goals of the size of the college have not been changed.

Bates - overcrowd ed campus, too

Bates College, not unlike Colby, is suffering from an
overcrowded campus. While Colby had students in the
Coburn dining room , the infirmary , and Runnals Union,

Stu-A appro ved a constition for the Rowing Club at
their Tuesday meeting.
Committee member Joh n
Corseade " noted "We
can't
have
a preppie school without
¦
^¦^ ¦ . A y f y . ^f f
a crew ." ; . .
- ;,>; 7- . ,. ; : f - : f Other Cam pus Assaults
It is noted through an open letter to Jim Kupstas ,
Director of Wesleyan Public Safety, that Colby 's
campus is not the only campus where too many women
are assaulted. The Wesleyan University Public Safety
officers have started a new paid walking escort service
in -an effort to curb assaults on women. The " Stop
Assault " organization at Wesleyan, however , feels that
they are going about the situation in the wrong manner.
They suggest hiring both male and female escorts to
work together on a solution.
r

Colb y
.

Freshman

chosen

Miss New Ham pshire United Teenager

Colby freshma n Kim Konieczny has been chosen Miss
New Hampshir e United Teenager and will compete in
December at the United Teenager National Finals in
Washington , DC.

Guide to bed * hoard and entertciinmerM onP
says

cannot be found. Many of
by Lucy P. Nichols
Ah, yes ... Parent 's the well known hotels in
Weekend
rolls
around Augusta are also filled.
The American Motel on
again , that memorable time
Kennedy
Memorial Drive in
'
of year when Seller s dishes
has been full
Water
ville
"
buffet
dinner
,
the
up "the
over
a
month.
"Nothing is
Colby Eight and Colbyettes
available
in
the
city as far
clean up their acts tern -,
"
as
I
know
says
proprieto r
,
porarily and parents collect
Jack
Gould.
rentin
g
hazardo us duty pay
The Kennebec Motel ,' just
rooms in East Overshoe.

Mrs. Wertz , the hotel' s chief
cook and bottlewasher , "
and we 're full. There has
been no possibil ity , of
making a reservation since
a week ago. "
Freshman
Parent' s,
Weekend , Oct. 31 through
Nov. 1, is still open. "I
haven 't hea rd hide nor hair

Waterv ille in Winslow has
Tbeen
booked for a week.
the
m
the
last hot el filled by
"I
'
area

she says.
Parents
without reservations will be forced to

This year promises to be no five
different.
Accomodations in
Waterv ille-Winslow

crowd ,"

Colby

of of the freshman parents ,"

south

miles

the
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greenbeans , pies, flowers , is unreasonable ,—point out
Maine. Hotels . in Augusta , candles , and table covers. this difference. )
20 miles to the South and The standard fare. StanGood food leads to good
Skowhegan , 18 miles to dard on Parent' s weekend, cheer
tJ ^.So ^ocial
and
a
few that is and roughly ten
North
report
calendar
reflects
ttns atother
occasions during the
vacancies.
titude.
Powder
and
Wig
academic
year
.
With the bed situation
presents
its
first
production
Colby
students
,
on
straightened out , parents
1 8.90' of the year with Arsenic and
will naturally inquir e about average , consume
board.
What Seller 's worth of food in a weekend Old Lace , the football team
Colby 's
Union ,
grandly
describes
as based on six meals. During meets
student
musicians
will
be in
paren
t'
s
weekend
, the food
"Special
Buffet Parents
the
soccer
team
concert
,
bill
.
per
student
^reach
es
W.E. l(M-80" is a roast beef
New
England
(So when Mom plays
complete with chef in white $12.60.
hat with shrirp carving Insists that your complaints College and Administration
knife , turkey , ham , scallped about Sellers ' food are officials will be on campus
potatoes , cauliflowe r-carrot unwarranted and that losing to welcome ithe folks. A'
casserole , seafood, newburg, ten pounds every semester detailed schedule follows.

enjoy a trek through rural

Reception
for " parents ,
faculty,
and
stude nts
(coffee
and
doughnuts)
Museum of Art
9:30 a.m.
Presiden t' s'
Conversation with Parent Given Auditorium
10:30 a.m. Meet the
Faculty Museum of Art
11:30 to 1:15 p.m. . Luncheon (No charge) ¦- ^ 7
1:30
p.m.
Varsity
Friday, October 3 ,
Football
Colby ' :.¦ versus
8:00 p.m.
Arsenic and Union . ¦7 ;
Old Lace Directed by John
2:00 p.m;' Varsity Soccer .
Foster '01 Stridor Theater.
Colby yersiis New
¦ England
College7 ; 77:7 ;• ' ¦¦ ' '•^ J' X ' i ASaturday, October 4
4i00 p.ni; 7 Coffee and
8:30 a^m.7 President' s Cocoa withH the Dean of
The Parent' s) Weekend
welcome headquar ters and
registration
table in the
museum lobby of the Bixler
Art and Music Center will
be ppen from 6:30 p.m. to
8:? P.M. ON Friday and
8: 30 P.M. on Fri day .and
on Saturday . Your tickets
will be held there until 1:00
p.m. on Saturday. -

Students
Roberts Union •
7 5:00 - 6:30 p;ni. Parents
Weekend 7 Special Buffet
($6.50 per perso n; no charge
for students who ihove on
campus meal plans )
10:00 aim. -- 6:00 pim.
Book 7 Fair
A book fair
sponsored by the' Colby
library Associates featuring
Maine publishers and Maine
antiquarian dealers will be
held in the lower study area
of Miller Library. 7
8: Op ' ;; "V ; -A_SBlc. , ' ;, r a^:;7 icJM
Lftc^; see7Fri day evening
.8:00 p,rh , : Concert by
Auditorium A: ^Arf AA-< : A.AA .

: ^j ^ : Wif^
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New doraa eo-astructidn sch edule tight
Blasting for dra ina ge system ,ut ility lines underwa y
by Lisa Ober

.¦ _ ¦

A new dorm, designed by Philip M; Chu, is under construction behind the chapel.
The two-story, L-shaped dorm will house 100 students, will have singles, doubles ;
and suites, along with a faculty apartment and a'largfe community room.
The foundation for the dorm is being,put in, while the drilling and blasting near
the infirmary and chapel are for the dorm's utility lines and drainage systems. H.P.
Cummings is the construction company.
The 3.6—million dollar dorm is scheduled to be occupied next September, and Pat
Mullen, the Colby—employed superintendent, explains that while construction is on
schedule right now, it "will be difficult" to have the dorm completed on time.
The design and expense of the dorm were chosen by the Board of Trustees with the
Colby Building Committee "laying th% groundwork for the Board," according, to
committee member Professor Cal Mackenzie. Students, faculty, and administration
are represented on the committee.
Four committee-members toured nine college campuses last January and were
impressed by Chu's work at Trinity College. The four prepared a lengthy report for
President Cotter and the committee, and after much discussion, a site was selected.
Four architects, made presentations and one, Chu, was picked.
Chu did not make an extremely detailed set of plans before construction began;
rather, as Mullen explains, "there was not time to get a fully developed set of plans
for building. We are doing it as we go, with Chu keeping ahead of us in. design."
Dean of Students Earl Smith.^ the Chairman .of the .Building Committee, saysjhat
finalized plans would take a year to develop, which would escalate
costs six percent,
and because Colby needs dorms how, it "didn't pay to wait. ,r
The dorm is energy—efficient, with insulation on the ceilings iand walls and
passive solar heating windows. The building faces south and east so the windows

will have sun for several hours each day in the winter and fewer hours in the
summer. Insulating shutters for the windows must be closed at night to keep the
heat in. The dorm has an oil boiler which can be converted to use wood chips or
coal.
Stan Palmer, Colby's giant supervisor, is in charge of the day—to—day building.
He explains that the dorm is two—to—three times more efficient than any other
Colby building because of its insulation and design; Palmer states that while most
buildings take three quarts of oil per square foot per year to heat, the new dorm will
require only one quart per square foot per year.
Originally, more extensive solar equipment was planned. Clear stories, which are
high areas built to pick up sun, and solar monitors for the East wing, which would
bring sun to the inner bedrooms, were omitted because of their expense. Palmer
states that these items would have added $100,000 to the bill and "would have contributed a small amount; their pay off period is about fifty years.'' . •
The maj or concern_ of the building committee, the architect, the builders. »^
Qtbers.:invi)lved..is._tQ have, a livable dorm which is. energy efficient. A complete^
solar building "would not be possible" according to Mackensie because of the
coordinating systems necessary'to utilize only, solar heat. As Smith explains,
"horse-sense and engineering" were used in designing this dorm. '

I

Blasting and drilling
for the new -dorm 's
v utilities and drainage systems occur-,
ring behind the
infirmary and chapel

I

An inklif-p; of the dorm to be

The foundation of tho now doim which Is to house 100 students.

Making headway

Displays, work shops
highli ght ener gy fair
by Ruth Ph elps

About 100 students and
townspeople attended tiie
Energy Alternatives Fair
sponsored
by
Colby's
Energy Action Group and
held on the Miller Library
lawn last Saturday according to the group's
advisor, Jon Linn.
Displays from the New
England Solar Center,
Clyd e's Stove Shop, and a
Thomdike
insulation
company lined the library
lawn, where representatives
from
the
companies
discussed their products
with interested passers—by.
Two workshop sessions
were held during the day,
led by Albie Barden, Robert
Burgess, and Dan Johnson
of Maine, as well as a
representative
from
Dumont
Industries of
Monmouth. The workshops
were given oh solar energy,
wood heating and masonry
stoves, and consumer
protection. Bill Bowers, a
junior at Colby, also gave
two talks on windpower.
Other scheduled topics
including transportation and
resource policies were not
discussed because of lack of
interest.
The
most
popular
workshop was . on Solar
Heating, with Albie Barden 's Masonry workshops
running a close second.
Barden,- a local expert on

In preparation of the coming winter —Energy Alternatives Fair held

The Energy Fair sponsored by the Colby Energy Action Group was attended by Colby Studen ts and
Waterv ille residents on Sat. Sept. 27.
Workshops were held emphasizing alternative energy sources such as wind, solar , and wood.(Photos by Jason Pelletier)

masonry stoves; gave bits
of the history of masonry
and the introduction of the
Russian
Fireplace
to
America i as. well as
descriptions of many types
of masonry stoves.
Barden stressed the fact
that the Russian Fireplace,
a brick structure enclosing
convoluted flues through
which smoke travels into a
chimney, uses one third less
wood per year than conventional woodstoves. The
basic . design of this
fireplace, said Barden, is
appropriate for any era,
and can be built by rich and
poor alike, depending on its
size and the materials used
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BOB
RE STAURANT
"The Party Bar

party nites:
k*EVERY TUESDAY *

DRAFT BLAST
ALL THE DRAFT YO U CAN DRINK
$2.50

'¦?EVERY WEDNESDAY *
INFLATI ON NIGHT
BAR DRINKS .50
BOTTLE BEER ,40
DRAFT .20

CORNER OF FRONT
&

TEMPLE STREETS
NEAR HAMLIN 'S BEVERAGE BARN

to build it.
Linn, Colby 's Energy
Project Engineer, was
disappointed by the turnout,
noting; "I expected intellectual curiosity to drag
people down, but maybe we
should have advertised a bit
more." The amount of
advertising was not as
much of a problem as the
fact it didn't tell "exactly
what was going to be
there." he explained. Linn
was encouraged that "a lot
of people from town came
up," however.
The Energy Action Group
was founded last February
and has about 18 members,
according to Linn. They

"did a lot of work on (the "I had a ball and I believes "it can be a cortfair) ," he said, adding, it's learned a lot," though, he structive thing if we do it
"been pretty exhausting." continued, and the group again. " / . ¦ ' ;

Students help f ound
draftcounsel ing center
by Bob Hoffman

A new community service
organization designed to
inform the public on the
nature of the national draft
registration program is
in
established
being
Waterville by a group of

/M^Sli'
v\II_4__J_#/
/
\\ y8MgBy//

Colby students, townspeople, and clergy. ,;
This organization; the
Waterville Area Draft
Counseling .Center , is tho
first draft counseling service in Maine since the
Vietnam War and will be
operated by a,core group of
six counselors trained at the
U.S. . .. Friends
Service
Committee in Augusta. By
law,
counselors
are
required to be unbiased and
provide only ' . impartial '
counseling on the draft
¦
registration procedure; ;
Most of Colby's freshman
class will . be required to
register in January -1981
(those men born in 1962 or
1963) and the center feels .it
can provide , these students
with valuable counseling ; ,
"'Letting people know -that
there are alternatives to the
draft and providing 7 ' in-

»:'

.

; , ,'¦¦ ' "¦¦. . '

formation on all aspects of
registration and the draft",
is the /purpose of the center
according to Jane, Eklund,
one of the counselors arid a
Colby student.* Counseling
concerning alternatives to
the draft"- - includes such
topics -as medical deferments, registration under
protest, and the procedure
for starting a file in order to
qualify as a conscientious
obje ctor. ¦ t
Since the Center , has no,
public j. sponsors ; or affiliations, it- needs volunteers to aid in its operatioh.A general.- meeting for
anyone interested in participating in the Center will
be held October 9th a;t. 7:0O
p.m. at ' the Unitarian
Church located at Silver
and Elm • Streets in
Waterville. 7
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Ambassador's Club: taking Colby home
some , time talking ~ to
students ' who show some
The Ambassador's Club is. ¦interest in Colby.
Since the Colby student
an organization which gets
Colby students involved li- has the same background as
the admissions process. As; : the high school student; the
members '. -7 7 : '77- oiyy','. •. :*this Colby'/ representative can
organization ^ Colby students ; sometimes;7 by answering
return 7 to~ tiieirj i old high > ^^tionsj and giving advice,
schools ; during either^ the be dne of 'the most helpful
Thanksgiving ;brvC Winter and comprehensible sources
break to talk " about the of information _br the
college; Their ^arrival is prospective college student.
proceeded by ai letter from —He can give helpful
of hints
things
Colby / sanctioning 7 the about ^haC kinds
graduating students can
venture:
The Colby volunteer takes " expect to iind at college and
a tew copies cf the Colby particularly what they can
view book and of the Colby expect to find at Colby, ' .-'If theire are no students
College .Bulletin with him tc
give to_ the guidance office who express an interest in
and to any- inquisitive talking to the Colby
students. He then spends volunteer, he is encouraged
by Debby Sleeman

to go discuss what he has
found at Colby with his
guidance counselor, as this
might be very helpful to the
counselor when he is trying
to help students decide
which schools to apply to.
After his appointment, the
volunteer makes out a
report of how the visit went
and whether he thinks he
has seen any possible
candidates for the incoming
'
class.
The Ambassador's Club
was started in 1978 by the
Admissions .office in connection with the campaign
to get more student
diversity at Colby.
Assistant
Dean
of
Admissions Joan Alway is
in charge of the program

and Caren Crandell, a 1980
Colby graduate, is assisting
her. Crandell says she has
already seen a lot of enthusiasm for the Colby Host
Prog r amarid hopes to see
the same kind of response
for the Ambassador's Club.
""We really appreciate the
volunteers," she remarked.
No real feed back on the
Ambassador's program has
yet been compiled since the
program started because,
as in most admissions
programs, says Caren
Crandell, "The results take
a few years to materialize: "
There is no standardized
program to get involved in.
the Ambassador's Club, all
that is "required are people

who are interested and
willing to help. A serious
understanding of the impact
a student can have on those
of his old high school is
stressed, but with the basic
understanding, people are
free to do what they think is
best and what they think
will be most helpful, to

Geo club organized
by Michelle LeBlanc

Those interested in environmental sciences now
have something else to be
involved in, with the conception of the Colby
Geology Club.
The Club, initiated by
juniors Eric Lapp and Steve
Sterns along with faculty
advisor Peter Garrett, has
already sponsored a few
field trips, including one to
Mount Katahdin.
Elfi lik es "Colby and believes it "offers a good
The trio felt that there
education for its students." She also finds that the
was
a need for more en"people are all very friendly, which makes it easier for , vironmental
science related
foreign students."
activities on campus. This
has been supported by the
Hiroshi Nishimura has a slightly different situation.
quantity of interest that has
After spending last year at Colby as a visiting student,
'been
demonstrated.
he decided to return for his senior year.
According to Lapp there are
Hiroshi's main interest is eccriomics. After compresently
20-25
active
pletion of this year, he will go on to graduate school,
members and a "vast
possibly in China. He was asked to teach classes in
number" of others Who are
Japanese here at Colby to which he willfully agreed.. t interested.
Now he finds himself with a nineteen credit hour work
Lapp also commented
bad and four additional /teaching classes (two inthat the Club is somewhat
termediate, two advanced) per week.
Hiroshi is particularly "impressed" with Colby's EastAsian course. He feels it is "beneficial for American
people to study about East-Asian countries." Hiroshi
concludes, "I like to be at Colby. I'm really happy to
study here and teach Japanese."

F oremriasst 's. j oin f aculty
by Kim Collins
this year Colby College -has three foreign teaching
assistants living and working an campus.-Arlette
Gravier from/ France, Elfi Schneidenbach from Germany, and Hiroshi Nishirii-ura from Japan: .
Afterreceiving a degree from the University of Caen
in NormandyrAriette-Gravierhas coine to Colby for one
year to help teach conversation and grammar in.French
classes. She is ¦ pleased - ¦with
¦ ¦;¦ ¦-Colby''s' high academic
•
.
/ . ' ;:' '
^/
•
'
standards;
When asked if there were any distinct differences
between Colby students v and students from her
"university in France, ; Gravier remarked that in
France students do not drop in each others' rooms
habitually to study./ Each does his-her own work
privately. For Gravier, Colby is "so different. "'
7 Elfi Schneidenbach ;has her degree in American
Studies from the University of Jena. She has come in an
exchange programrto teach, a seminar dealing with the
German Democratic Republic.
71
She explained that unfbrtunateljj It is difficult for
American to study in Germany because of the high costs
and because Crermany has no liberal arts college.
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of a revival of a similar
organization that existed at
Colby approximately ten
years ago.
The Club engages in at
least one activity per week,
all of which are posted. It
has several field trips
planned, one being to a
mine in Western Maine, and
it wilt also sponsor lectures
and 7 departmental
discussions. In addition, the
group hopes to establish a
lounge in the lobby of the
Seeley G. IMudd building to
be used as their permanent
meeting place.
The members are enthusiastic about increasing
the Club's population. The
majority of the present
members are geology or
environmental ¦¦) science
majors, but Lapp stated
that they welcome all who
are "slightly fascinated" by
geology
or
the en. vironmental sciences.

Aiirtu^
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Colby and the prospective
student.
On Monday, October 27
the Ambassador
Club is
having a x meeting.
Interested students are
welcome to sign up either at
the meeting or any time in
the
admissions office,
Alway said.
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Dana .Bixler:iM^^W^SS0SSI^^m
by Steve Riley
A presentation entitled
"The Watson Fellowship An Unparalleled Opportunity" was given during a
program honoring 19 Julius
Seelye Bixler and 38
Charles A. Dana scholars on
Wednesday night an Given
Auditorium:
Colby/President William
Cotter presided over the
program. He announced the
names of the Bixler
scholars and recognized the
ones who were present. He
said that although the
students were at Colby to
learn they were 'enriching
the College'!. while they
attended it. The Bixler
scholarships are awarded to
high-ranking students for
their
academic
achievements. :
Before announcing the
Dana
scholars,.. ./."Cotter
quoted the founder . of the

scholarship, Charles A.
Dana, who stated "In a big
university thereY is no
development
of ' companionship" such as arises
at a small /college. The
Dana scholarships" are
awarded to students with a
strong
^ academic 7^ ,
background 7 whb ^ have
shown leadership abilities: /
Professor Charles Basset,
along; with two 7 Colby
graduates,a Jos^h/ Meyer;
and Pefer Schrnidt-Fellners,
both of whom were Watson
fellows, made a / presentation on 7 the / Watsion:
Fellowship. The fellowship
allows, a student to spend a
/ - after
yeah / "abroad
gradiuition ¦ ^7t0X:77-._tady;
anything he wishes. /
Basset, who along with
Professor Jamesa Mclntyre
coordinated the /fesUowship
at 7Colby/ called participating in'the orop ram an
"an intensely personal /and

J or$an :dif e6i$y^
- -" '¦ '. ¦ -

7/ :': ' ::.i

by Ron Krevat 7

Peter Jordan, a 1980 Colby graduate hasReturned for
one year to/serve as the college's first Director of
Intercultural Affairs.
The job is presently designed to :be a one year administrative internship, but eventually will become a
permanent position. Jordan divides his time between
the Dean of Students and
of Admissionsofoffices;/
Students, Jordan
Under the auspice^ the Dean
sees"his role as "principally to advisefreshman who do
riot know about certain services offered here at Colby,
and those who need someone to look for direction?' Jordan is particularly concerned that minority
freshman adjust to Colby life and, so far; he notes, no
one has come to him wim homesickness problems. . -Jordan will also be in charge of coordinating intercultural activities on campus. Activities this: year
have included picnics with the , University of Maine at
Orono and the East Asian Cultural Society as well as a
77 7 7 /
narty with the faculty sponsors. 7;
Jordan has been made the dispersal agent of a $3000 .
Intercultural Activities Fund composed of $1500 from
the adminstratton and $1500 from Stu-A, Though the
fund has existed for three vears. Stu-A has notiuhd ed it
. /' :;

;• Meyer read excei^^frbm i vHe7saicLv during his 7 year
abro ad, Vmore/ lthan y any/t
'a£;lettCTB^
scrutinizing
iWatsbh'J/; '7/ >:f^dati<m?" hlng-elseYlwas
7the
/ cbiuitiy
describing/¦' an unexpected m^lf^/and
;
froinJAvhicli•
* 777:
fe/;caime.
7tnp
bike^
7 'thr(w^7 / tfte ;/
;
iJj.
Sin2c^^
Malaysian/; penih^aii -; He
/ (^mmodity iaid
eye-opening experience."He International
; !the7/?trip7^hd7;tfthe convocation in . theJVfuseum
fin
^
stated that although7 20;; ^reemerits >Ewppe ; and :f k^i&t^'
i^:/Api7^^^;;)P _^ident
9^'^^^^
tlc»i
for
Colby /graduates have 7 sbpke aboiit/^^
feUswship aUoy^J /?7//7 Cotter^ presjent^
received a-4the/ fellowship for the fefo^
:an_i;^Danl"^sch61arev'with
since its inception' at Colby main ;, 7?cc_sideratibris ^'the ?'iuristract^ed'^
i ti^i^ards.^;^;;;;;?; ^//;/;.:7
7
in7l970rit tend ::ea^7;tasfc /student'shouldvlook into are P^^^;7i-f7;7::7S/:.77^|7;S/;;
^;c^t_ie //
Each year;ajboufrbyeinty.1 to H^:^d6-abjUty
twenty five/studentsi apply ^project// lf l be/;/// .dbne?;
here. This field;te; narrowed signifi^^
down:to four/istudehtis/who ^^w^imi^^ t .^^t^::
competeCwith i ntiSere/from; ¦prbject":7i/and 7^r^btuig r
fif ty;/ boUeg&s / around /the yp
' w&W^y^
country^; 7 ,; Colby777;7:has;. ;5P_ffS «^
;
averaged, twb^ feUpwships ai 7 /H
W'-f i1^^?^'^^bn ;:^;7|;'i
w/
e ;£^
' .v^ y . y y irtAf
year/77*t ^0
;
7^7 &^^
fle£^ity
¦p ^0^lp ^^wi^l^^
e.
Mhbugh good grades, are: :
;:to
His^ly7bbligatibrt7Ayas
helpful-Basset s_id ''the - 7;:/ wnte^the
^ ^^'[As^
ye&p^^^0^
;
WnMn^^^
.^|Y6^7 iik)l^;;tb/a|^(6^
foundation' is7wuiihgitottaKe :7an&
,keep:them7ihformed:/!': •abtmt :7^/^ople7FMorrfay
a chance bh ~a° motivated
/ Meyer;/ja/71979 rught^iabbiA7: the7^U^^
;
;'
/
'
Joseph
.
tiiati/7
say
/He!
did
stii<ierit.''
b^
Tgraduatb
/East/Asian E^t ^mpr-/a J Pprtuguiese;
£arid
there/ were* / f biir7 ; basic
cblbinyS^ii^7ih^/l^
characteristics th^selectibn ;§bj di^7;major7^ho^ilu(_ied
conoMttee loolB/fbr^m7an the/relp^tipri7; prpip^m tof :vaded'^Ihdpnesia7:' ; /77/vf :
applicant:. s Ih^pendencey Malaysia addejii ^'Getmig /7;Ch%ibOTla_rt^d^
&etvinvasibh 7bf 77the^iEast
enthusiasm, aptitude,/ and the / Watson fellowship is
Indies::. Isslahd:%wasj SsupMrd w6rk./ ;. .:.> '7/ '..7/ ';7:. - :/i;; half / the/ thmg^ tHe
described;
the
feillowship
ai:
ported by ^esidehtl^rd on
/ Peter S^midtFelbier^n
the/cc^ition- tha^:if7wbuld
economics /7 major 77./ydib: "air*bpport^ityi toTeitpiore
77,
'
/'///
aind^bbserve^'^l/:.:
_978;/studied
end
graduated iri
^cpiiticly and tMt?i_ib:use
suppbrt; Respite// bordsr
;pf/U.S^;7»wtepoW^jby^
ttdoriesiahs/ iwuld 'Tremain attacks by Indonesia during
.(nn_t/ ;;/,;'77^"-7i77/7./7/.r:i::;;.;¦:; 7^^'^^ ,5^^^/SS7^;:™7;'
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:nav^/./blockade^:.o.7?:;t^ ;Indo^ia7i;/ini/^rapiortance,
s/*the • *ifbiirth
'colony^/ itii_j^|:was /rant^at; largest supplier of oil to the
for the past two years becauseno specific person was
teihipted;cb^ ih:E
^S.;40vluch7f:fCiha^
responsible for its being ^dl_^ntfe; ^
m/19757which.Chamberlain cites as additional cause for
Stu-A sees Jordan's nevir^position7^/providing the
said ;was 7si^^rtjE !d^by7tiife ^denial7 o7f/th^:figjgrrasi(m:7:
necessary control over> the fund aind£ therefore, voted to
Indonesian
7 go^enment;/^ ,I^/i^yi/^t7the7pr^/m
match; adtaini^raticm fuhds^^
His777pit^iMtion
included :;theiiUni^7Sfates : reported
group wishing to ' sponsor :ah/ ihtercii_turai event :niay;
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documenting
the use thCrEast Timorese situation
apply formbney^rd^yrtfr
ite\use£./r
U;S;;7
of
7^5aifamirie/but^ not^sTah'
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'•:;: In ; the admissions/ office, Jordan recruite^ m
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resulting
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Credit J anplan s
proposal, however, that the
reduction of- required Jan
Issues coming before ;the Plans to three.instead instead of four would take
Educational Policy
beginning
with
Committee this . year have effect
students
entering
Colby
in
'
included implementation of Sept. 1981, was defeated by
,,
a
system
a new Jan Plan
8 to 4 vote. The EPC
new policy concerning an
then
passed a proposal that
academic honesty, and a
the
reduction
to
proposed student option all students.will apply
These
involving ."ass-Fail courses. recommendations still must
The Sept. 30 meeting of
the EPC . considered two come before~ the faculty for
proposals by Registrar approval.
Sonya Rose, chairperson
George Coleman, involving
of
the EPC, says the purthe phasing in of the new
pose
of Jan Plan revision is
The
January program.
make
the programs that
to
"
first, which stated that all
were
offered
more
students will have the opan
d
to
"find
a
v
i
gorous
,"
tion of taking Jan Plan for
way
for
students
to
spread
credit beginning in January
out their course load."
1982, was not contested.
Non-credit programs will
Coleman's
second
by Mark Xabdon 7

still be offered.
The proposed new policy
dealing with Academic
dishonesty calls for . Stu-J
review of all cases of
cheating. If the student if
found guilty, a first offense
will result in an *F' in the
academic
course "and
probation, a second offense
in suspension, and a third
offense will result in expulsion.
"I don't think
Colby's ready for an honor
system yet" says Rose. She
says the goal of the changes
is to develop an atmosphere
among students where
"cheating is not a cool thing
to do."
Another question before
the committee, which was

Nural discusses coup
by Fran Forte
Haluk Nural, a Colby
junior, economics and
government major and a
native of Turkey, presented
a lecture last week oh the
Sept. 12 military coupd'etat
of the Turkish government.
In Turkey there are many
state owned enterprises,
and those that are privately
owned are smaller in size.
From 1960-1970, there was a
good economic condition,
Nural stated. There was
130 percent increase in
money supply during the 22
the
month
rule /of
Republican Peoples Party.
In 1970 the Turkish dollar,
was devaluated;to get more
funds. The gross national
product ditched from 7.4
percent in 1976 to 0.2 percent in 1979. Then the price
of bread during the period
of one year,, increased 300
percent. Turkey has a $17
billion debt to foreign banks
and
and
comnanies,
although :$2.5 / billion in
goods are exported every
year,/ the . money is then
used to purchase oil, according to Nural. ,

Billions of dollars in goods
are used to develop the
country; to make it more
modern. In 1973 there was
an OPEC price increase,
and in 1974 there was the
Cyprus War that came
about with the Greeks and
Greek Cypriots against the
Turks. These caused the
big deficit in the country's
balance of payments.
"Politics determine the
economic
system
of
Turkey." said Nural and
because -of this he hoped
for a military take over.
"The military will probably
restore 7 temporary order,
there will be a calming of
terrorist activities, there
may be a new constitution
written up and Turkey will
probably keep following the
western route. "—
Nural, who is pro-Demirel
& the leader of the Liberal
Justice Party, said on . the
subj ect of dealing with
extremists, "I could just put
them into prison, sentence
them to 20-30 years rather
than killing them all, which
is also ari alternative."
There are frequent take

overs of the Turkish
Governments, so they go
from leftist to rightist
always
affecting
the
economy at the same time,
he noted.
There was
economic success from
January . 1980 until present
when the inflation rates
went down.
This has
caused Demirel's party to
win most local elections
since then.
The economic system of
Turkey is inadequate, since
it's a western one that does
not fit the cultural values,
¦ ¦ of ¦
¦this
and ¦
because
inadequacy, the needs of the
people are ignored, con' .!
tinued Nural.
He believes that violent
political reaction to the
movement toward high
prices occurs because,
"There
are . liberated
regions in the slums ruled
by communists or rightists,
of people who can not afford
to pay the high prices , The
police can not carry out
their own problems. They
feel that if they rule
themselves they will - not
have to pay these high
prices."

proposed last year by Stu-A,
is the concept of taking
courses for- flexible credit,
with an option to receive
basic credit depending on
tiie grade_ received in the
course. For instance, a
student would be allowed to
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by John Campbell
The John Anderson for
President Committee at
Colby is gearing up for the
elections this fall and is
currently planning fundraising and publicity
according
to
events,
coihmittee chairman Jim
McKenzie.
However, "We're still at
the organizational level"
said - McKenzie, after an
organizational
meeting
Monday night. Steve Healy,
another committee member, added, "It's really
pretty fluid now; nobody
actually has a handle on
any specifics."
The meeting dealt with,
organizational matters such
as division of labor, and
specific preliminary moves
Colby
to . familiarize
students
with
John
Anderson; The first move
the committee intends to
make is a massive publicity
campaign with posters,
buttons, and information
tables to "flood tlie people
with information" in the
words of one member.
The next, move ^is to
assess the effectiveness of
the publicity campaign with

¦
¦

much clearer vision of the
future than either Jimmy
Carter or Ronald Reagan."
"I hope
He continues:
people will use their right to
vote to see what direction
the people want to go in."
also
he
However,
says, "I think many Colby
students passively support
an issue, but I think when it
comes to actively supporting others, they are not
as active as other campuses."
Jay i Otis, Executive
Chairman of Stu-A agreed
declaring
with
Healy,
"There's a lot of apathy...a
lot of people tied up with
their own activities." Stu-A
does intend to look into the
possibility of sponsoring a
three-way debate between
surrogates from the staffs
of the three major candidates though, as well as
organizing a non-partisan
voter registration drive in
the dining halls.
The
Anderson
for
President Committee, the
only organized candidate
support group currently on
campus, meet in the Hurd
Room in Roberts Union
every Monday at 7:00 until
the election, McKenzie said.
-
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a campus-wide poll. The
poll is tentatively planned to
last one week and. utilize
either a dorm-to-dorm
system or polling stations in
the dining halls. The poll
will be non-partisan, inch-ding the three major
candidates and Ed Clark,
Libertarian Party candidate.
In addition, the committee plans to ask the New
World Coalition, an activist
group, and the Colby
Women's Group, to assist
them. Further moves include fundraisers and guest
speakers to raise support.
One possible speaker is
Mary Crisp, a former
National
Republican
Committee official- who
resigned shortly before the
Republican National Convention and is now an official for Anderson.
The goals of the committee, according to an
official statement given
Monday night, is to "inform
people about John Anderson, and to -get them
registered" to vote.
According to Healy,. "I
believe that John Anderson
is the best candidate of the
three...because he has a
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Page Seven
proposal is to prevent
sutdent interest and attendance
in
Pass-Fail
courses from decreasing by
providing continuing grade
incentives.

Ande rson camp aign
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take a course Pass-Fail on
the understanding that if he
received a grade of B- or
higher, he would receive
full credit and the grade
would be figured into his
G.P.A.
The idea behing the
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Advisory board to trustees
by Nancy Finigan
A Board of Overseers has
been established this fall to
act in an advisory capacity
to the Board of Trustees,
according to President
William Cotter.
The newly appointed
overseers will meet jointly
with the Board of Trustees
on Oct. 24 to receive the
President's Report on the
state of the college.
Overseers will also serve on

Visiting Committees for
each of the academic
departments and programs.
The Visiting Committees
for each department will
spend two days at Colby
every f ourth y ear dur ing
which time they will interview the faculty of the
department
and
representative
students
concerned
with
the
department.
Cotter indicated that the
Committees would not be

Continued from Page 1

m Dean Search
History Department, Ass't. Prof. Gail Walker of the
Math Department * and James Wescott, Ass't. Prof, of
the Phys. Ed. Department
and track coach, comprise
the committee.
The committees' first full meeting with Cotter is
scheduled for October , and according to Gemery, some
nominees from inside Colby have already been submitted as a result of an internal letter from Cotter. The
vacancy will be nationally advertised in accordance
with Colby's affirmination action guidelines.
While the qualifications aren 't .rigid , the committee is
looking for individuals with proven academic leadership, top-notch scholastic work and administrative
credentials says Gemery. Experience is also preferred ,
he says. .
The Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean of
Faculty, as the post is formally known, superv ises
"anything academic" says Gemery. This includes
Ciimculum , faculty matters, the registrar 's, and
placement offices and the chair of the Educational
Policy Committee, the Committee on Promotions and
Tenure , the Admissions Committee and the Committee
on Res earc h , Travel and Sabbatical Leaves.
Pro f essor Gemer y notes t hat no act ion has yet been
taken but adds " I've got an extremely competent group
to work with that well represents the college and we'll
also be in touch with the students and administrators .
Everyone caii nominate somebody."
The process is not a quick one though, and no decision
is expected until February or March of next year.
Student input will not be as decisive in this instance as
compared to the presidential search in 1978-9 when a
two-tier, trustee-campus system was used. This system
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This year it is expected
that the .Visiting Committees
will visit the economics,
administr ative
sc ience,
biology, chemistry, English,
and ' Career
Planning
deoartments.
Overseers wni oe elected
to renewable four year
terms by the Board of
Trustees.
They will be
chosen from distinguished
alumni, parents, and other
friends of the college.

will - have less student input on the assumption that
students have minimal contact with the Dean of
Faculty. But, "Students are not out of the picture by
any means," says Gemery.
Plans for campus interviews with students appointed
by the student governmentwill be formulated according
to Gemery. " Don't forget , no trustees or administrators
are on the board either," he adds.
Sonya Rose, the Assistant Dean of Faculty, is serv ing
as interim Dean while continuing to teach sociology.
She states that with two jobs, "I'm working very
hard" and having been appointed only a month ago, she
is presently, "too busy to even comment on all I'm
doing." She adds that she will be happy to give out
information at a later date.
Continued from Page 1

• Business-Liberal
Arts conference

and French ; Christopher S. Hasty, Economics;
Melissa A. Haussman, Government; Hilary K. Laraba,
English and American Studies; Mari-Ellen Pratt,
English; and David P. Silk, Gov ernment f rom t he
Class of 1981 and Paul F. Muniz, Geology and
Hisstory ; David M. Strage, Goverriment; and Diane M.
Zavotsky, Biology from the class of 1982.
Faculty and A dministrat ion representat ives will be :
Douglas N. Archibald, English; Charles W. Bassett,
English; Miriam F. Bennett, Biology; Patrick Brancaccid, English; William R. Cotter, President ; Henry
A. 'Gemery, Economics; Patricia L. Hickson, Director
of Career Planning; Yvonne R. Knight, Administrative
Sc ience ; Dona ldson Koons , Geology; Louis Sandy
Maisel, Government;
Robert P.
McArthur,
Philosophy ; Sonya Rose, Acting Dean of Faculty;
Thomas H. Tietenberg, Economics; Jonathan M.
Weiss , French; Lucille Zukowski, Mathematics; and
Walter "•• Zukowski, Administrative Science.

The Student Judicial Board met Sunday; Sept. 28th.to
hear two cases of theft. The first case involved the
removal of a bed from Sturtevant Lounge for use in a
student room in another dorm. The defendant pleaded
guilty and the Board recommended to Dean smith that
a fine of $25.00 be imposed on the defendant and cohorts.
The ^second case involved the removal of a desk from
the Outing Club room in Roberts Union to an off-campiis
apartment. Because of the confusing circumstances
surrounding the true ownership of the desk the Board
reccomrhended that the defendant be instructed to write
a letter of apology and explanation to Dean Seitsinger
regarding the removal of the desk.

Presentation. Schedule of
Budget Requests to the
' Association
Student
Executive Board
Monday, Oct. 6, 1980
German Club
Spanish Club-a
Chemistry Club
Psychology Club-b
I.R.C.
S.O.B.H.U.-a
E.A.C.S.
ECHO-a
Oracle
WMHB-b
S.P.E.C.S.
,
Woodsmen's Team
C.O.O.T.
C.E.C.
C.O.C.-a
Pottery-b
Cycling Club-b ,
'
Big Brother-Big Sister-b
Class of '81
Class of '82
Messa lons kee
Coffeehouse ,
Stu-A Films-b .
Wednesday, Oct. 8, 1980
Stu dent Handbook
Geological Society
S.A.V.E.
Film Direction
Fencing-a • >
Rugby-a
Dance Club-b
Photography Club

Sailing Club
Powder & Wig Colbyettes-ab
Colby 8-b
• Class of '83
French Club-a
¦
N.W.C. ¦ :"
Arts Festival /
Women 's Group
Chapel Service-a
v ' Hillel
Neuman Council-a
Christian Feliowsbip-a
Cultural Life '
Social Life-a
Treasurer 's
Treas. Discretionary-a
a-These
budgets
were
slightly altered in order to
allocate
w ithin 7 our
$102,000.00 budget after
hearings with the Treasury
*
Committee. 7
b-These groups did hot show
up for Treasury Committee
hearings.¦:¦ This ' was taken
into
account
when
reviewing budgets.
Treasury.CommU.ee
Skip Neville, Stu-A Treas
Brenda Scheider v
Lance Hanson • "
Rick Manly
Jeff Moore
Tom Stall

BEVERAG E BARN 5

3
ITA LIANS
5
ROAST BEEF
PEPPER STEA K
|
fe
N.Y. STYLE FRESH DOUGH PIZZA
_V

J

evaluating the faculty, but
would rather investigate
any t problems that the
department -- suggested
needed attention. Hex feels
that the on-site visitation
will afford the opportunity
to experience the true atmosphere of tiie College and
a sense of the quality of
education at Colby. It will
also nrovide an additional
out let for t he express ion of
faculty and student cqncerns.
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John Miller to christen coffeehouse
_~

-

-

by Kitty Wilbur

/^k.

Yes, the Coffee House is opening at last, arid its first
performer, John Miller, is a sure bet to start the year
off right. Miller is an acoustic guitarist whose repertoire
ranges from country blues to pop and show tunes of the
20'sy 30's and 40's. Miller has found that young people
who haveiheyer (or hardly eyer) heard these songs
respond nostalgic^y ^ tot a , past . ; they've never experienced. "It's funny," he says; "I'll be playing these
songs for an audience that; like me, is too young to have
heard them the first time around, and they elicit such a
warm response and recognition."/
For John Miller, playing and singing is not the whole
reason behind his performing. In his own words, he is
"interested in connecting with an audience; sharing a
musical experience "that is strong, honest, human,
funny' For Miller, each performance is."an experience
that is going to stay with them and with me."
Only 28, Miller has already released five solo albums.
His debut album, First Degree Blues, earned warm
praise from the critics. Sing Out stated that it "gets

¦'

.

/

¦

¦

¦

better with each hstening; an ear opener - try to get it. "
His other albums How About Me, Let's Go Riding, and
Safe Sweet Ride established him as a rising acoustic
guitarist. As Jazz Journal remarked, "John Miller is
certainly moving down th§ line and will frighten some
Of the top name - guitarists when they hear this.
Recommended to all those who love goal music and
magnificent acoustic guitar playing." If this list of
credentials has stirred your curiosity, or if you are
already a fan, look for John's newest release, Biding My
Time> John Miller Plays Gearge Gershwin'.
The Coffee House will open Sat night, Oct. 4, at 8:00
p.m., and the cover charge will be $1 per student. John's
show will consist of two sets, one of which will begin
around 9, and the other which will start about 10:30. Get
all your friends and come and enjoy a night of good
times and good music.
In fact , it should be such a good time that you'll be
sure to come back Sunday night, when a fellow student,
Geoff Ives (a pianist), gives his show. Help the Coffee
House get off to a great start, and have fun doing it.

USAF Ban d dr ums up good show

Af-' p

by Douglas McCartney
Anyone who feels that the
U.S.
Armed
Forces
recruitment campaign has
completely fallen to the
level of the "Army, Airforce, Navy, Reserves!''
must have missed the
concert at Wadsworth
past
Gymnasium this
Saturday night. Sponsored
by the Colby Band .and
attended by nearly ISOpeople from " both the
Colby
Waterville
arid

.

community, the United
States Air Force Band and
The * Singing Sergents
presented a nearly flawless
musical performance.
The show began arid
ended with two predictable
pieces—"The Star Spangles
Banner" opened the concert
and the "Air Force March"
was the encore. Yet the
evening was not all military
marches, as pieces such as
Tchaikovsky's
Forth
Symphony Finale, "The
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by Cynthia Kim

The band that brought the
house down at Phi Delt last
spring is coming back to
Colby this weekend to fire
up the campus. The Blues
Prophets, a Chicago blues
band, will be appearing in
Foss dining hall on Friday,
October 3, at 9 p.m.
This five-piece group
(formerly The New England
Blues Prophets), consisting
of piano, blues harp, sax,
bass drums , and lead
guitar/ ; /is'
famous
throughout the East. People
all over love their rowdy,
"hard blue?''; music that
always seems to get
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So, if you're psyched for a
really wild night of dancing
and great music, make it a
night you won't forget and
head down to , Foss
tomorrow night.
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John footer

floor, stomping and clapping away. One party-goer
described last year's concert as "so rowdy that
people
were
dancing
everyhwere, even in the
bath rooms,."
The Blues Prophets
concert, another great
Social Life event, will be
absolutely FREE to Colby
students. The Last Unicorn
will cater the dance.
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everyone out on the dance

7 l7ENER01i7;;/ 7 .';77
We can't afford

the future, the Band hopes
to be able to present similar
concert and musical events
and invites any suggestions.
(Already on" the schedule
are two Concert Band
Performances and an equal
number of dances with the
LoComotion Jazz Ensemble.) With continued interest arid support, the
Colbv Band can insure the
existence of quality, live
Band arid Jazz music on
campus.

Grand Ole Opry — Our
American Heritage" and
"Largo Al Factotum" from
the Barber of Seville were
all performed. One couldn't
fail to hear the professional
ability inherent in this Air
They are
Force Band.
certainly . on a level not
often parallelled.
The Colby Band is glad to
have had the chance to
sponsor this concert, and
hopes all who attended
enjoyed the program. In
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White Mountain Bluegrass , tHe *red Tike hand , and Bod and ^race French and the Rainbow Valley Folks stru mmed up a fantastic show
at the sheU.

Bluegrass equ als good times
by Sue Miller, Heidi Wass, and Sharon Dulude

Last Saturday was an afternoon few of us will
remember. . . We mean forget. . .The First Annual
Colby Bluegrass Festival took place at the shell, and it
was a crazy time for anyone who stopped by.
The music was provided by three skulled bands. White
Mountain Bluegrass started the festivities shortl y after

noon , and Fred Pike and his band followed. Th e third
band was ' Bob and Grace French and the" Rainbow

Valley Folks. Each group played at least two sets; and
the music lasted almost six hour s.
The range of musical talent was quite impressive.
Aside fr om the ' traditional ac oustic bluegr ass " instruments , we " were lucky enough to have , a guitar
picker rated among the ten best in New Engla nd. And
no one will for get Grace Frenc h' s amazing vocal cords
in the familiar "I' ve Been Workingto n the Railroad" .
The enthusiastic crowd backed " her 7 up ^ with their
somewhat less amazing rendi tions.
. L<
The sound was taken care of by a professional , "Greg

"Various members of the audience were seen yelling, ya-hooin g, and having one hell of a
good time. Ant hour into the festivities people were feeling their oats and began to ' dan ce."
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durin g the first half of the icohcerty biitljCireg^who ! had 7
done soimd for ord ^.ro
things /mf-antf i^
¦
¦> ¦ without a Wtch >/
V7; #% ;$$^*';#^
; The audience , consisting of at least 200 bluegrass fans,
obviously enjoyed itself. 7 Various members: of tho
audience were seen yelling,7Ya—booing, and havin g one
hell of a good time. An hour Into the festivities, people
were feeling their oats (and hops) and began to dance,
Intoxicated with tho fresh air and bright sunshine
(highlighted by several day—glo-painted faces), people
swung thoir partners and stomped their feet. By the
end of the day, everyone had a fow. tunes buzzing around
in theh heads. It is too bad that more of the campus
couldn't have put down their booka for an hour or two to /
•:>. i,
i come on 4am?$ #^
Thanks should bo extended towa rds all who helped:
especially Bill Bowers and Sam Welser of the Soclal-Lifo
•¦ Committee , We are all looking forward to tho Second
;.!AxmanMl
^ste
i. ., ' . ,. . ..,.,. /- ,, , , , ,!. ,;, yift,t'f».!v,
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by Scott Sophos

Theda Bara J ritt^sbacJc

7Deep-^within f the- heiairt " of downtown Water me-^behind:B iurger King ; and me ^
and ; somewhere between Mister —and Dunkin ' Donutcalled the Railroad Square
s—^-lies :a7 cultural basis
77 '; ; ''7.: : /
¦
//.
;
/
^7i-7'
^nema. ;
'
7 .777-77r /-r: -..
7
-7 ¦ 'i: '. "" '
y Railrbad7Square Is unhW any movie house that you
have Tever/been in: T3ie cahcry- counter is almost
nonrr existant , selling not only candy and popcorn , but
abo7"mbvie^ mix'' ,: apples and cider by the glass . All
over the waUs ^M ^
tractions ; ''The Most Glamourous Woman of All Time"
Alfred Hitchcock ' s Rebecca ,
proclaims sthe ; '
^ month. Bogart stares down at you
arriving 'later this
from the door of the men 's bathroom , while Theda Bara
vamps pftthe door of tiie women 's;- ;

Munchie Mix "the max" for movies at Railroad Square
Usually , it is these films (like last year 's Hair ) that , are
their greatest financial successes.
They are also open to suggestions. Hang ing in the
lobby is a bulletin board where you caif. write "down
movies that you would like to see, and . the man agers can
tell you the likelihood of them coming to Railroad
SquarOi <
"
,
Next week , ' Railroad Square will be celebrating itsecond year in business. Started by a group of people
( two were ex-^-Colbyites) as a sojrt of film society, it was

designed to bring the films that they wanted to see to

Away in the corner is a box of old posters and stills

for a pittance ,
from past films , which can be purchased
arid ^re perfect for adding life to any bare dorm wall .
An antique couch and love seat , sitting next to the wood

"2.50, p lease, an d have a
good timet "
Photos b y

Don Gallo

stovei : that heats the lobby , makes you feel as if you
have stepped back intoi time to one of the theatres from
lhe:twehties ,i when actors didn 't need voices, they had
facesi :l Ih:: the . theatre itself are even more posters ,
situated amon g the Irpws of seats that look as - though
each seat has been taken from a different movie house.
•/¦Th e fUrns that play Railroad are , well...diverse . They
range from better known foreign films such as Picnic at
Hanging Rock to Pourquoi Pas (playing in November ),
to 3-D novelties like The Maze and The Mad Magician.
Often; ;;-they show7; films mat were grea t successes
elsewhere; but for some strange reason only lasted a
week or' two at r the Cinema Center in Watervi lle.

Imu ran is' a -i_ -year-oia ?
American. Daniel is also
13, but he's French , -; These
star-crossed ; ;7adol eJcent8 .• ¦,
¦¦
¦¦
:,; ¦;
are the most 1' touching !and : ;/ i;i; j: 'T !^ ;i;/" ''/. ;' .' i " ' r ' i:'. ' / ' . :; '.i:/!!'/ ' . •' :,;;-:' . V:/: . ¦:¦!¦ ' '' 'K' -.vi .' ¦. -. ¦ > . .
intelligent
silver-screen U i&Vj ^
lovers ¦:'¦<;, of ^ >the;^seasbnW </:: : ^7' : /^<md>^ ^
¦¦
George Roy Hill' s A Little ' .' ¦:; ' ; , :y.H-::- : './ : '. ¦¦;. •'. . .... ¦;¦f . !v;^, r \¦• . . •!> .:•
Romance docs not require /busters j bf 'the heart ; try in ¦• Thelonlus Bernard plays
backhanded - compliments.
vain to iichleve. Hill and-* Daniel with on easy, streetIn HtP sweet, « witty: ; /arid ^/ writer j ? Allair Burns ( cb^ |: wise charm . Diane Lane
modestly sentimental way, - ; creator of; the Mary , Tyler / Splays Lauren with ah unit delivers the romantic Moore Show) flesh out their 0 derstated , simple elegance
fricti ons that ^thany '* stair * ^ta le « with 7 fresh, loving mat , is particularly magical,
studded, would-be block- ^de tails ;: ^77'::v ' ; :^ ^' : ' "^ rr ://. - Laurence ; Olivier delivers
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Waterville. Since then , tiie theatre has developed into a
noih-profit business. . Althou gh Railroad Square
receives no federal funds , they do have a grant from the
Maine Commission for Arts and Humanities. In return
for this , they will be showing short films by independent
Maine filmmakers .every Monday night from now until
November 24. These mini—films are from five to fifteen
minutes long, and are shown free of charge right before
the regular features at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
This Januar y, " Railroad Square will be sponsoring a
course in FILM
NOIR : "When
The Stre ets
Wire Dark With Something More Than Night" . This
course is in conjunction with Colby , and may be taken
for Jan—Plan credit. Films to be shown include Orson
Welle's.The Lady From Shangha i, Billy Wilder 's Double
Identit y and .Sunset Boulevar d , plus out of the past, the
Big Heat , and The Driver. There will be a course fee of
$25, and anyone interested should contac t Railroad
Square and the Jan—Plan office immediately. .

an endearing performance
in his dOth screen role.,.:
A Littl e Romance earns
its emotion . With its conscious evocation of Romeo
and Juliet , it becomes a
sophisticated fable about
innocence . and : romantic
heroism battling to survive
in a world ; that won't
tolerate 7 such
grand
illusions. : , i Lauren
and
Daniel must race to their
goal; and what makes their
love story so moving is that
they are , not 'merely running
from their! parents , but
against time itself , which is
laying the nastiest plants of
¦
ali i

: ' 'j : ': .; '

Simply, a movie to make
you feel good. Take your
parents this weekend.
Friday, October 3 at 7 and
9:30 p.m. Sunday, October
5 ot 2:00, 7 ;00, and 9:30 p.m.
Lovejoy 100, $1.00.

.

Bogey beams at boys

___

M ovie Cl ock
^

^

Octob er 2 - 9

COLBY COLLEGE
3, 5

A

4

Lovejoy 100

A LITTLE ROMAN CE
- starrin g Laurence Olivier

$1

ULYSSES
a must for English ma ors

8

JOE
• starrin g P«ter Boyle

7 & ft30p .m.

7& 9t30p.m ,
FREE
7 & 9 :30 p.m.

$1

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEM A
2-5

THE LAST WALTZ
The Bon ds Final Concert !
6 - 9 FEDORA
"
' area premier ...
9- 1 2 TILL MARRI AGE DO US
starr ing Laura
¦ ; ¦ Antonclll

L'

•

¦ :•
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7 & *930 p.m
$2.50
7& 9: 30 p.m .
$2.50
PART 7A9:30 p.m.
$2.5 0
i
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Th e Colbyettes were on the right key last Wednesday night, when they sang to a full pub.
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Arts Announcement s

RESTAURANT

SPEC IAL: V
PARENTS WEEKEND
BRUNCH-BUFFET
SUNDAY OCTOBER 5
10 A.M -1P.M.
FULL LIQU OR LICENSE
325 Fairfiel d St. (Rt . 23)
Oakland, Me. 465 - 3223

HAVE THE ECHO SENT HOME
Yea, I would like to subscribe to the COLBY ECHO ,
Enclosed is f ny pay ment of $7.25 f or a one^year subscription
p' lease make cheek out to Colby College)
NAME

ARSENIC
AND , OLD
LACE will be presented in
Strider Theater tonight ,
Fri., and Sat., at 8 p.m; ,
This zany murder comedy,
directed by John Foster ,
will be a hilarious addition
to parent 's weekend.

MESSALONSKEE
Folk
Music and Chowder Society
is- sponsorin g a Chowder
(homemade
Dinner
everything ) tonight at 7
p.m. in the Robins Room,
Roberts. Bring your instruments and play alongl

SCHOON ER FARE sails
in with their wonderful
collection of nautic al songs
and Irish ballads, Catch
this great show at the
Performin g Arts Cente r at
Bath on Sat., Oct 11 at 8
p.m, Call the PACB (4428455) for tickets.

G«ttl _eho4
,ntw
PnUntCaramejlSandic

; j ^^ 'y '

ADDRESS
i

'

i
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JHease return to:
COLBY ECHO-C irculatton Mana ger
'
Roberts Union
Colby College
Thank you.
Waterville, Me. 04901

PKotbs by Don Gallo

Oi-fyat Baj ltta-Rofcb -tis.
ln-gii -K«oiit ol vour livorii«. |Flnari .
McnuunituHwdwilli pipin o hMcanmoluuco , .
umnkicd wilh crunchy pmiin*ptoaiw and cfowntd ..
wihach afr r
Yoi'v* iuii drsamed up lh« iwvt Ho< Prtiina Cannwl SuniM bting wrvod iKMvat Dukin'Robbini

®BUKtMCMINS

o ciuum irons

Elm Plaxa shopplrt a center
Open Year Round
- Sund ay thru Sirturda y
11 A.M. to 10 P.M.

BRASS CHOIR CONCERT this Sat. at 8 p.m.
The concert will be in Given
Auditor ium and is free to
students and their parents.
POETRY READING by
Gregory Orr , author of
"Burn ing the Empty Nest,"
on/Oct. 6. Come to the
Robinson Room, Miller
Library, at 8 p.m. and listen
to some fine poetry.

BOOK FAIR featurin g
Maine -publishers and Maine
anti quarian dealers will be
held in the lower study
area of Miller Library, pet.
4, from 10 a.m toG p.m.*
CRAFTSC H OOL , 35 Park
Street in Lewiston, will
present a performance by
Random Moves Dance
Collective on Fri. and Sat.,
Oct; 3 and 4 ' The performance will feature a
var iety of pieces; < with
from
music \ ranging
popul
ar.
classical to
Conta ct Craftschool, (7839711), for inf ormation and
reservat ions.

Joyce Stiefel and John Rynne begin Colby vesper series.
^
p hotoby Dave Brovm
The Colby vesper concert series began in good style
last Sunday; Septembe r 28, Joyce Stiefel, John Rynne
and Adel Heinrich performed music for soprano ,
'
trumpet , and organ.
Six more Sunday concerts are planne d for this year. A
slide show will accompany the music of J. S. Bach on
October 12 and choral selections from works by H.
Schutz will be presented November 9.
/ ;h
Daniel Pinkham , foremost contemporary American
composer, will be a special guest this spring . Pinkham
is the organist and choir master at King 's Chapel in
Boston, and is also on the f aculty of the New E n¦ ¦glan
d
Conserv ator y. ;// /
7'" /7' "^ \..V/ : ¦• - .¦
All programs are held in Lorimer Chapel and start at
4 p.m. Students and members of the community are
. "" >¦
invited without charg e.
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CraeiiM sputters; Mules lose to WPI9 7-5
^f Football ^
by Arthur Jackson
and Don McMillan
W.P.I. 7 - Colby 5. The
final score appears to
apply to a baseball
game, but in reality it
refers to the Colby
football team's loss bo
Worcester Polytechnical
Institute Saturday on
gusty , Seaverns Field.
The game, marked by
errors but solid defense
on both sides, saw the
White Mules intercept a
school record-tying seven
also
passes. ' They
recovered two fumbles
deep in WPI territory but
were unable to score
their first touchdown of
the year.
"We beat ourselves",
said Colby coach Tom
Kopp after the game.
"The defense did an
excellent . job but the
offense didn't execute
effectively."
"Colby is as good a
team as we'll play the
rest of the season",
commented W.P.I coach
Bob Weiss. "This victory was a great step for
our program. "
W.P.I scored^ the only
TD of the game after a
Colby fumble on the
Mule's 44 yard line.
Engineer
quarterback
Mark Lefebvre immediately capitalized on
the mistake with a 44
yard touchdown strike to
6'5" tight end Bruce
Wills at 4:04 of the third
"Freshmen
quarter ,
Lefebvre threaded the
pass between two Colby
defenders"., fifteen yards
downfield and then Wills
sprinted into the end
zone.
Brian Fuller
booted the resulting
conversion."
' ' v
"Iitdld my players at
halftlme," Weiss said,
"that this could boil
down to a one ' play
game. '' I guess I was
right."
Colby picked up their
five points in' a oneminute span in the
second quarter.
Tim
Dean 's 21-yard field goal
put the , Mu les on th e
scoreboards Freshman
Andy Sennett set up the
score when he recovered
a fumbled punt ; on the
nine, yard line. W.P.I's
defense , then buckled
down and forced the
home team to settle , for
three points.
W.P ,I provided/ Colby
with two more points on

their next series when
the Engineers r eenter
snapped the ball over the
and
punter's head
through the endf zone on
fourth down.
The * White . Mules
penetrated deep into
W-P.I territory two other
times in the first half but
couldn't score. Freshman Brewster Burns
kicked a . 28-yard field
goal attempt in the first
period that was stopped
just short by the strong
wind. W.P.I forced a
Mule fumble 20 yards,
from the goal line on the
other drive in the second
quarter.
"We knew the wind
was a major factor."
said Kopp, "When we
had the wind at our
backs in the second
quarter we' should have
scored two touchdowns."
Tom
Colby's
Mike
McGillicuddy,
Romano, - Harry
Hadiaras, and co-captain
Bruce Stokes . all had
interceptions in- the
second period while
Lefebvre had a tough
time ^throwing into the
wind. Mcdillicuddy ran
his catch back 35 yards
into the end zone only to
have it called back
because of a clip.
Penalties plagued the
team throughout the
game , as the Mules
committed eight infractions (or 71 yards.
The penalties often came
on crucial plays.
Neither
team
generated any sustained
offense in the second half
as the ball continually
changed hands. Colby's
Jeff Paradis snared two
interceptions and Mike

Romano picked off one to
help stymie the W.P.I
offense.
Senior back Paul
Belanger brought the
crowd to life in the
fourth quarter when he
caught a- screen pass
from QB Tom Cone "and
danced 30 yards upfield
before being tackled at
the WP.I 43. But again
the drive was thwarted
and the team had to punt
the ball away.
"The intensity of the
players
was
unbelieveable," said Kopp,
"and our new coaches
mentioned to me that
they had never seen a
team more pumped up.
The enthusiasm and
attitude of the players is
the best I've seen in my
20 years of coaching.*';
Although the team is
now 0-2, Kipp agrees
with defensive aids Bob
Ewell and Richard
Taylor, who feel that the
defense has played great
football. Before the
W.P.I, game; coach
Taylor praised the team
for holding first week foe
Wesleyan to just 18yards
in the air and said that
he was "looking for a
couple of interceptions
against Worcester. "
- The linebacking and
secondary corps have
been excellent against
the pass. The front four,
much improved from '79,
has stopped running
backs and pressured
quarterbacks.
Senior
lineman John Polimeno
merited the praises of
Kopp and Weiss after the
game for his effort.
Bob Ewell, secondary
coach, had this
to say
about
the/ 1 seven-

DO A LITTLE-DANCE...
Senior Paul Belanger (10), one of tiie offensive Iiright spots l ast
week, weaves down field against WPI. Steve Pfaff p r ovides the
(Ph ot o by Don Gallo)
blocking. "
interception performance
of his crew: "We used
basic
the
same
coverages as we did
against Wesleyan "and
once again did a superb
j ob. With this year's

improved play against
the run, our opponents
are forced to pass, and
we are capable of
picking off a lot of
passes."
The Mules host a young
Union squad headed by

new coach Joe Werth
this Saturday. Union lost
17-15 to Hofstra last week.
"Our problem will not
be with Union but with
ourselves,"
Kopp '
forecasted ." We have to
get out of our rut. "
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Bowdwix edges
Mules in OT

Do it again Mules
It's time for a pep talk -a pep talk from the sidelines.
A pep talk from a sports fan who admittedly knows little
about football, but enough about pep talks. I'm no Knute
Rockne, but listen up. .
This weekend is the annual upperclassmen's parents
weekend. Hundreds of Moms and Dads not to mention
young and impressionable brothers and sisters ) will
travel hundreds of miles to the Colby campus to visit
loved ones - and to watch you Mules tangle with the
iMofl. College Dutchmen,
1 Last year, against these same Dutchmen and in front
of a similar crowd, you put on quite a show. You blew
them away, 35-12. You made them look sick on two
sparkling, razzle-dazzle, criss-cross running plays—one
for 55 yards, one for 44 yards, and both for touchdowns;
The offense exploded for 431 total yards. Paul Belanger
himself ran for 114, as well as catching an 11 yard
touchdown pass. You outpassed, outran, outblocked,
outkicked, outhustled, outclassed, and just plain outplayed those Dutchmen. Do it again Mules;
And how about the game on freshmen's parents
weekend? Remember that one.How could you forget?
You came . from nowhere to upset those cocky conference rivals of ours, those Bowdoin Polar Bears. You
sent them to the Arctic for a swim.Tom Cone himself
passed for 186 yards and ran for two touchdowns.
I stood with my dad in that damn damp drizzle and
watched, somewhat in awe, as three second-half touchdowns and a clutch, goal-line interception in the waning
seconds molded a 20-19 victory from the muds of imminent defeat. The game was ABC sports material -

Women 's
• Soccer ^

**

one . of those last-minute, underdog thrillers that just
make you feel good. Do it again Mules.
s ."
So the offense was a little slow last Saturday. The
wind was whipping and the breaks weren't breaking.
But the defense was awesome - nine forced turnovers,
including seven interceptions and a new Colby record.
I overheard some WPI fans celebrating in the parking
lot after the game. 'We should take up a collection and
invite them down to Worcester next weekend,' laughed
a teetering fat man wearing a WPI baseball cap and
clutching a mixed drink.
Doesn't it make your blood boil? Doesn't it make you
want to tell that boisterous blimp exactly what he can
do with his "collection?"
Friday night Colby parents will start to fill the local
hotels and motels, and Saturday afternoon they!U fill the
stands at Seaverns Field. You gave them quite a show
last year. You added a little something to the visit, and
gave them a little something to talk about on the
journey home, Do it again'Mules.

ssn

Women rema in unbeaten.untied
75 'JteKsre 35?

^^^r-s4 *r^ frrr^
The field hockey team
extended their undefeated
streak to four games last
week, with wins over Bates
and MIT.

hy Katie Leighton
After what coach Debby cheered loudly throughout
Pluck called a slow start most of the game, the Colby
last Wednesday . against women were heard to shout
Bates, the team finally got only an occasional cheer.
going, and took the contest, Accordingly Bates came on
3—1. The Bobcats were very strong at the beginnirig
scoring the first goal.
more
obviously
psychologically prepared However Colby did not let
for the game. While they " up and towards the end of

. THE ' PREZ
Pr esident William Cotter and his wife watch the Undefeat ed
Field Hockey team in action. Joanna Hughes waits her
(Photo by Don Gallo)
turn.

the first half the Mules'
Jane Hartzell scored to tie
up the game.
Coming back to the field
.after half—time, Colby
played aggressively with a
goal by Katie Leighton. For
the rest of the second half ,
Colby seemed to be in
greater control and toward
the middle of the half freshman Letty Roberts scored
again for the Mules. At the
end of the game, coach
Pluck remarked that she
was pleased with Colby's
circle play and cited junior
Chris Hood as outstanding
player of the game.
The J.V. team also played
very well but that game ,
remained scoreless.
. Colby's next game .was
the following Friday against
MIT. Right from the ,
Colby
took
beginning
control with . everyone
playing aggressively. This
is supported by the score
(5—0), and by the statistics :
Colby penetrated MIT's
circle 35 times and had 30
shots op goal compared to
MIT who only had 2 circle
penetrations and 1 shot on
Mule goalie Sara Bunnell.
Leah-Maher, who scored 3,
goals, was ' chosen, outstanding player' of< the
game. ' Sandy Lang and
Chris Hood each had one
goal.
Coach Pluck was very
pleased with, the win and
her tea m's performance ,
The Mules will try to keep
the streak going on Friday ,
away, against a tough UMO
tea m , and again Saturday
at Tufts.

by Stephanie Vrattos
The old saying goes: It's
not the dog in the fight, but
the fight in the dog. That
was precisely the case in
Brunswick last Wednesday
when the women's soccer
team displayed unlimited
amounts of courage, desire
and talent while suffering a
3-2 overtime defeat at the
hands of Bowdoin College.
The Mules boarded the
Brunswick-bound bus with
the sour taste still lingering
from the 7-0 thrashing that
Bowdoin 's second string
squad gave them in the
debut
varsity
Mule's
season.
But it was no deja vu.
Colby matched Bowdoin
play for play, shot for shot,
as the contest turned into
what one official called.one
of the most exciting soccer
game he's ever seen.
Seven minutes into the
first half there was a pile up
in front of the Colby goal.
The ball was kicked through
the crowd, and ended up
behind goalkeeper Jeffra
Becknell, giving the Polar
Bears a 1-0 lead.
Senior co-captain Pam
Woods tied it for the Mules
36 minutes into the half.
Woods kicked the ball into
the upper corner from
thirty yards out.
Meanwhile the Mule
defense was nothing short of
superb. The four veteran
fullbacks- co-capt. Karen
Cowles, Stacy Dreyer, Mary
Glenn, and Mary Kennedywere almost flawless.
The second half was a
carbon copy of the first,
with equal degrees of intensity, determination, and
great soccer.
Seven minutes had expired in the half when the
Polar Bea rs struck again,
only this time the goal was
earned. The Bowdoin player
kicked a low' ¦hard shot on
which . Becknell7 had no
chance.

Amazingly enough, tlie
score was then tied, once
again with 36 minutes .gone
in the half. Bowdoin had
deliberately handed the ball
within the penalty area.
That foul constituted a
penalty kick. Cowles took
the shot and bang, a 2-2
game.
Both teams had brilliant
opportunities to go ahead in
the remaining nine minutes,
but neither one capitalized.
A tie game necessitates
two complete ten minute
overtime periods so that
any wind or sun advantage
will be offset.
Two minutes and thirty
seconds into the first
overtime period the Colby
defense experienced a
breakdown.
momentary
This lapse, combined with a
sharp execution of crosspassing and a good shot,
enabled Bowdoin to take a
3—2 lead;
But there were still
of
minutes
seventeen
overtime to be played—it
was anybody 's game.
experience
Bowdoin's
proved the only difference,
as the Polar Bears held off
the Mules for the victory.
_ The defeat , was^ heartbreaking, but the performance was encouraging^
stimulating, and victorious
in its own right. Said freshstaindout Marsha
man
Landau: ' "It didn't feel like
a defeat . It- felt like we won
because of the vast improvement since the first
game at Wheaton "
Coach- Steve Knight offered" nothing but praise for
his team.
"Everybody
played an outstanding
game. Jeffra had some
very nice saves." She was
very aggressive." "" '" "
The Mules" have played
two games' and have lost
both by! just one" goal. The
Bowdoin outing has given
the team a tremendous
moral upheaval. 7
Landau added that the
game "showed us how good
we are and gives us high
hopes for the rest of the
season."

Wendy Rumtadler imttles agaimtAUMFmruerf y y ;
,
'
77 ; Hits season. .(Photo 'JSgf ' /»_»«;^W/ ¦^i^;^¦^¦i; ' ^\v;¦i;i'i ;^ V

Ivor Lunking, playing for the injured Tim Rice, was in
all: alone with the UMO goalie on a nice pass from Roy,
but his shot was high.
The goalie hobbled a long cross from, the left side,
leaving Roy with an open net just minutesTater, but his
shot hit a fullback.
And . finally, in the final overtime period, a Betro to
Lunking to Schafer passing play sent the latter on a
breakaway with seconds left. But the invisible wall
prevailed.
,
"I thought it was fitting that the game ended in a tie,"
remarked Serdjeniah after the game. "Both teams had
lots of chances^ tolwirithe game. It was a just outcome..
Some people7say they'd rather lose than tie, but*I'm not
among_ ;m'em;''17;^f7v ';;v' '^ . r 7
The fifth^yeair7\frientor was pleased with many
aspects: of th^7g^e^ p^icularly the play of Lunking
and, .sOphbmore ::Mike Schafer, who played a strong
garrie at fullback; replacing;the injured Doug Terp.
When asked if he;could put a finger on the offensive
troubles, Serdjeriiari cited "confidence" as the main
'factor;=-:;7.^;; :7;r;;''>'7 7;7 -;-7
"It's a4ot l&ehittirig in baseball. Once you get into a
slump you s^it|pressirig too hard."
How does ithfeS^ cbach feel about the season so far?
"Disappointed;; but riot discouraged."

/; ^h^,^:;;;^-^

7 The; I^tVtferig' c^
about b^re^^Mg;dayi was; W^
gbalst^Or^ he:^
team has 7scored 'orJy^
twice.7"
games, and they've been shutout
V
;
twist
Jof> fortune. ' Serdjeniah had
7 It was a;^bizzar^7
ccmhfente_ 7rep(^t^iy ^bn thevstreiigth;of his ioffense
;before the staft of ^
the pressure off pf7 the1 defense. ; But it^is j the -defense
whi ch;' has7kept;^
:distance'of;^e;pi^sihg7offense;--- '^fy y ^-A- ^A^ ::- f yy :-f
K There seems &
opposing gx^;these ^ys, my^
shots anywhere but;^
be like ei^7bf7a7n^
i
aimed in bietweeh. There has to be some explanation;:;
so
but
have
The opposition has certemlylbeen tough^
the Mules7 ; The schedule is ^packed; with1 ^ome of7the
finest Division7lil;sbccer7 teams in New;England,;,and
which has hoveredj
the Mules ai« ph&;Babsd^
; around 'the huriaber^^
bbt
itwas the/first
Mules their third loss" l^t, Saturday^
¦
game ihjwWch mey^
y. "D^ppoiirt ^, 7but.7not7^|Di^^
-In other7^mes;7weum_s^
powerful:team;"7;agreed7 ;'K' : -;ol';§'7i^r;7 ^--7'. r--CoacJn^
Women's Soccer
:;MOTe!ibi£;_tebsbn^
% Oct. 2
Serdjenuui;7:7^7'^^
Bates College
3:30 PM—mi
Conference^rivafe Bates arid Bowdoin, both ^nked in m±mmmmmmmB± ~ma ^—^ im ^mm ^^ mmmMBmMmMmm *Bmmm ^M±mm ^mmmmmmm
^
.
%
toward the opposite post.7 The,diVirig;Mame goalie just
the>t^ten, sq^^
margins in games that easily ' could have gone the other '
slapped it away, and it ;rebounded7just past a waiting
'
r :A;.A J i'- ::
g Oct. 3
Women's Field Hockey
way. j iAnd^is tho^ganies; remarks Se^ehian^ that7 : arid hungry :Betro.. 7 '- -a^A^ :y ^h^ W^:
^
' Xfy^AAypf
at UMO
'are' riibst'difficultitb bounce ba^
$
3:00 OM
That play seemed to tiriggCT bo^^^
night
5>iesday
;;bacfc7
th^did;
^against
But
•
bouncei
the Mule offense, and; with:;! ^^^
a;
.
'
ribighborhnig; UMOi:^The Colby • offeitBe play<ed welK7 r
casional UMO Shot bri goal; at ;^wa_ 7all Colby^:from there. 3
Women's JV Field Hockey
matching l^ir ^eyiou^
Matlack-headed a clearing pass to Markpass
Schafer , who in
at UMO
4:15 PM
could have beien more; and again:it wasn't enough as ,the;
Maine;defensive line to Roy, I
turn
headed
it
over
the
.
:$
^
:
'
f
v
y
f
'
d€a(Ubckv7
7game ehded;ih
:- ViM' .
streaking in from the ri^t7side^^Chie
was7perfect,
y .^
^^
Women's Tennis
' exchanged:goals:iri the first half; with
The^itwo teams
creating a one—bh-Horie betweerivBbyarid7the Maine I "
^wmger Howie ;Ertmbns tallying;for the Mules; Emmbris
at
Univ. of Vermont A 4:00 PM
goaUe;7The goalie won^he riwe-^bar^y> 7
$
7ha's.;two:ofthp'f9urOolby:go^s:; ;^^
;7;Mirtutes later Schafer to
that the Black Bear goalie dove f6r|knMldng it right off
! L^e Mul^7;trad^^'gbals with^ M
Hhe second half , The Black Bears;achially struck first,
the feet of Betro. The shot, as dbiriidst off Betro's foo^r § Oct. 4
Men's Football
but Torii ; Betr6y 7who has the other two iColby scores; :; ; heactedTright for the net; ; Put^a ;UMO tullback came
Union College "
1:30 PM
$
i^liatedswith a niriible'itip-rin of a low Pat Fortin
frorrf riowhere to volley it safely;putbf;bbund; 7 ;
:
;
A
^
±; ' ¦M- -P.
driye: And then ,the exclteinentbegari;
A iittiiei later halfback Mike Sassner slid one into the
;_ Much of the middle of the half was dominated by the 7 7; penalty area^ and that saihe f ullback; ' trying to play it g
.Men's Soccer
IJMO; midfielders; ' They controlled ; their; terraiii-with; ; back to his goalie, narrowly missed the left post.
New Englan d Coll.
2:00 PM
$
'¦ •
' ' ' ¦ . . ¦ •. ¦'. ¦ .. - .' '
. . . ' .. '
solid trapping and passing; arid they cbrisisteritly beat;•;• :; Pat77Fortiri's -O-^-fobter in ;fre;7wariing> minutes was •X
:
i
-<
:
Iri
the
'
they set up sbme7; deflected wide, arid the Mule9';had;ja;flurry bf shots off
the7Mules ib the;ball^ brit allprocess^
Men's Cross Country
; were -i^^
the ensuing corner rkicki But Kthere ;was the;invisible jiji
fine'- scbrmg^charlc^};
at Bow (bin College
•iji
120O PM
ahd 7;
netminder7 Bill "Moorman. ' ; W
wall, or^ the magnetic-like forced pr spmethirigi
chance
'
and
Maine
finally
mounted
ariotrie;r;threat
piuicheSf catches;^
kicks,,thie!:cra
,
a
to 8
Women's Field Hockey .
back- a, ^ numberJ7pf4-shpts;7 including: one bllsterhi^;^ win -the game : with fifteen seconds; left ^bri a direct kick :j:j
20^fobter from!right but front. ¦•v;v .7;7,:\ \f i.:^ f A, ' .'S-S:'^ •just outside the penalty area/ 17The:shot shuck- through Si
- ' " at Tufts Univ.
2:00 PM
;•:•
;>;: ,Cblby^:firatf ;r^
the , Colby wall,7 but not paist(Mb6ririari| and regulation
¦
¦
;
¦
¦
'
'-v " •' •. '. i
gbial came about twb-r-ttiirds of 1the7way through thie^': ;time expired;;7^'\'-77 ^
. Women 's Tennis
half;; 7: Fullback Dan "Magic" Matlack provided ;the ?!7 Both, overtime periods were :;veipy^ much\ like the, game f|::
' at Nor vich Univ.
:§
1:00 PM
sparkv7ste£.ling - the; ball; at inidfield arid dekihg one 77^,:; 7 itself-rr—bbth teams,had riumerws'\b^
'
v
'
the gariiej ; but neither did^ iiCblby'sf <*ai^ces wCTe con- 5
halroack i hefore ilosihig ;!it ;t^
rted;sha^y ' w':the ri^
:
. Women's Croos Country
siderably rrioire numerous,: but\<Bqniiflly; unsucce_sful.
•g
^
!:•!
at Bates International
11:00 AM
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; teh-ber t\yenty~third, !UMb|, Nalbahdlan commented that : ^" Merrimack College last
;': play^5 {at iCoiby: hrid siif^7¦7,Bates77 did;:7; offer ' ;;7 more; Friday: and 1 once_ jagain
^ to] 77 Colby ~ vicfered 'rfc^a- loss;^ 7 'f i ¦:$$$1$:^competitibh 7 this
paste?
returned^,
1
^ ' .Wlhhing
;
;
;
A,'" ; matches .7 7fdr;. : " Wednesday; (Sept. 24):}:thah ;'; tbrious.'^ Once Ttnore, every
!^: "
ft.C^lby/ ^r^-v^-wcre '^ '^'X^rM hura^i;;they' .eyer had in
7- /team won
¦ previous ; me^l3erA;o)7the
*;''amighnessyj^? .c;:; ^tyeridjp* \a, years., l '0j ' ' f - i.ti ' '. :¦• ' ', 'hi^^ iSi ithelr ^matchv Merrimack
, Wlttels, v , Jariey Reirrier, :'j.^.B6th>..U sec^
^Sybn;'8^l^ f iiteeyrV^j^mea;,.
7^,;;,',iiifcy Kathryn SoderbcrR S!_^n_y>;^Wihship;^7':7?Arh
pim
&tt
player
Brigid
McCarthy
$
yii
^Wl^lColby>! rabked up
j 'boastf of . Parker and Chris Robinson,' -' seconds; ctoubles -playersf ;^fi^w^ Thie.i.' closest
?
'Pew;;
teams}
can'
¦! ¦„ such!rarlyjisue^ithissfis^t]^;i^^S:bnlyja<^es ; ' HiWTO r;iii^ Ellen Huebsch ahd;^Sue:;;match was in first doubles
'
helped ; 'secure , a';:with Amy Parker and Chris
; 7as|thes worheh briXColby's second singles and second '£;!' Winsl<W7
J
''^. for ColbyV ' ^7 Robinson. Amy and Chris
f
*
.
fff
7r~0
&.
^swee|)
'
^ doublesi'i:^'! .
yejty^eon^
f g ^ ^.^Playing In sixth, 7singles
^^^ team.
in evehU>alh/;^wbh
7—5; 6--2
Still undefeated after ^''Aribftfer^ifi^^
sur
match
was
K
on
exhibition
prisingly
;i;rJyal7:
;
:t
fOT^C61by
;:^^
aftSr
close
, helr| ^
^
£ndCronclucy.7 nr8t's^.iJ v:, 7a';^.^; x 7.- u :: ,7; .
freshman Vicky;
,:7;r;tearri^feh<W^n^
t
College
:^7lj
ewl.tbri.^?Batfes^
(
^
;
difficul ty; ;; The Mules are off until
;;;;7:1cttir^'!u p. i|;7J;^%
ty«f ;|;77 -^:^>:Sitehhls^^ -cbach^'Pat^/Smiith^ ^Vicky;^iwd
¦• ¦' ¦¦„
her
opponent .Oct;:' 3r;^'77r;«h -7;
defeating
7:.
'
ifei
;- ';^TK^'Uhlv
of:,;Molne': made a valiant attempt at
V
^
in two sets
recruiting strong f reshmen 7 Beatr! ice Koetter
:- !^::'i'Oblby*_ifr?^rfor&hM^
;
':
:
.7:'
'
:'7-.
7 petition, was defeated both for the team this season and !;;:^ ;e^l;',7 7777 y7;7 ; .;
7 tlmeS^ this cseasbn/ahdMth was somewhat-successful, 7 '! In tho team's most recent
|;!i€blby];'tennis^bl»ch ;tfoiwlyMJj rnatch , th e women ' traveled
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Career Watch

Management and Computer
Science - An excellent
combination
of
fields.
Syracuse University - offers
a masters in Informat ion
Resource M anagement to
train you as an administrator in informations
systems. Find out more in
the Career Planning Office !

Independent Study in the
calendar Humanities Next . Year?The , National Endowment
Mon.Oct. 6
for the Humanities offers
SYracuse University - large grants to those young
MBA
have
Americans
who
Cornell University - MBA designed an ' independent
Georgetown Law School
project in the Humanities.
TUes. Oct. 7
Projects rin any of the
New York University - following disciplines will be
MBA
considered: history, , arThurs. Oct. 9
literature ,
chaeology,
Foreign Service - U.S. languages, - .. philosophy,
Government
ethics, religion, the history
Bridgeport Univ. Law of the arts, an d many more
School
fields. An excellent opFri. Oct. 10
portunity to get funding to
Univ. of Maine Law do independent research
School ,
anywhere.
abroad
or
Please sign up for all Reference booklets are
intervies in the career available in the Career
planning office, Roberts 252. Planning Office .
career

watch

"

>

f ,*

v

Guide
to
Graduate
Management
Education
1980-81 A copy of this guide
has just arrived and is
available in the Career
Planning Library, Roberts
252.
Work Overseas - 7 The
YMCA's Overseas service
Corps, offers two years in
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Africa,
Asia,
Latin such as politics, scientific
America, and the Middle r esearc h, or ministry; for
East.- Positions in youth formalized
graduate
work, adult education , in- training 7or independent
ternational camping, sports work. More information on
and recreation, community the Walter
BanS.
development,
teaching
Fellowships
is
available
in
.
English, : and
more; Roberts 252.
7
Emphasis - on working with
youth programs. Find out
more f r om Gen, in Roberts Master of Business and
Public Management with
252.
concentrations
in, Eritrepreneurship-^
Hampden
County,
Management,.
Massachusetts — If you are Financial
* systems,
I
n
f
ormat
i
on
a resident of that county,
you are eligible for sizable Internat ional manag ement,
grants for advanced study Managerial Accounting or
or research. The scholar- Public Management A good
ships are designed to. help program at Rice University.
more
information
people pursue careers of (Jet
definite social usefulness. through the Career Planning Office.

I
S

FASHION FELLOWSHIP
AWARDS are being offered
by the Tobe—Coburn School
for Fashion Careers, New
York City. $24,000 will be
awarded and each award is
worth $3,000. All college
and university senior men
and women graduating in
1981 are , eligible.
For
furt her inf ormat ion an d
registrat ion forms, come to
the Career Planning Office.
Application . deadline is
November 15, 1980. 7

Master of Arts; in Teaching,
Brown University.: A good
progr am, ;much 7 financial
aid available,\ and- good
prospectus for jobs ¦ upon
graduation^;Ask about it in
the Career Planning Office.
Foreign Service - will be
interviewing on capapus,
Thursday, October 9th.
Sign up in the Career
Planning Library!
NEWSPAPER
INTERNSHIPS ' FOR
MINORITIES.
The
Newspaper Fund , Inc. is
sponsoring this program
which is designed for
minority college students
who have an interest in
newspaper work as a
career , and who plan to
attend graduate school.
The internship involves a
$1,000 scholarship for each
student and a guaranteed
summer , . job
as
a
newspaper
editor
or
reporter;; For further \ inf ormation, . conta ct
the
Career Planning Office.
Deadline, for application is
November 27, 1980.
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EiUy a ROAST BEEF sandwich ,
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He y, look us over! Bring the.whole family and enjoy those juicy, flame-broi led
burgers at our newest Burger King restaura nt. And when you 're in a hurry bur new
Burger King restaurant is ready with fast drive-thru service. So, come In o r
drive thru for the delicious burgers you want fixed fresh and hot, to fit your appetite l
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Announieemem

Class ified-——

Scandinavian Seminar is now accepting applications
for its 1981—1982; academic year abroad in Denmark,
Finland, Norway or Sweden; This program is designed
for college students, graduates and other adults who
want to study in a Scandinavian country, becoming part
of another culture and learning its language.. The fee,
covering tuition, room, board and all course—connected
travels in Scandinavia, is $5,400. Interest—free loans
are granted on the basis of need,; as are 'a few partial
scholarships. For further information, please write to
Scandinavian
Seminar,¦ 100 East 85th Street New York,
N.Y. 10028. . ¦. ' ¦;7" . . . ¦ - ¦ ¦ ¦¦¦¦ ' y • -- • . '.
Those interested " if_ attending the East Timor
National Strategy Day and International Conference on
Cctober 19th and 20th , at the United Nations in N.Y
should contact Sam Orlandella at X235.
:7
"The Deutscher Akadernischer Austauschdienst"
( German Academic Exchange Service) offers
scholarships to US students for 8—week—German—Languages-Courses at Goethe Institutes in the
Federal Republic of Germany during summer 1981;
3—week—Summers-Courses at German universities in
the field of German Studies ; "Short Term Study and
Research" in connection 7 w ith a doctoral dissertation
(2—6 months). DAAD alo offers grants for faculty
members for . "Study-Visits" up to 3 months to the
Federal Republic of Germany. For further information
on all DAAD programs please contact:Deutscher Akadernischer Austauschdienst
535 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1107
New York, NY 10017 Tel. (212) 599—0464
The Office of Alumni Relations, 209 Eustis, is accepting color slides suitable for reproduction in college
publications, particularly the 1981 Colby Engagement
Calendar. The theme should be related to the campus
and student life at Colby. The Alumni Office will pay
$5.00 for each selection chosen to.be printed in the
Engagement Calendar and $25.00 for the selection used
on the cover/ Name, class year, campus address and a
brief biographical sketch should be included with each
entry . Submission deadline is September 29.
Allied Whale at College of the Atlantic in Bar Harborj
Maine is sponsoring two Whale and Seabird Cruises on
October718 and 19 aboard the 110-foot Viking Queen.
The cruises will leave f rom Portsmouth , New Hampshire at 8:00 a.m., cru ise twenty miles off shore to
Jeffreys Ledge, a good place to see whales, seabirds
and occasionally harbor seals, The costs of these tr ips
is $20.00 for adults and $15.00 for children under 12 or
children in school groups. Space is limited so send
checks for reservations to whale and Seabird Trips,
Allied Whale, College of the Atiantic, Bar Har b or
Mairie, 04609, or call (207) 288-5644.
Information on independent, off-campus Jan Plans is
available in Eustis-308. See Bets Kiralis..
Two hew group Jan Plans ai;e being offerred this
year. . They are Film Nolr.with Prof. Mixner in conjun ction with Railroad Square Cinema and Intensive
Prof.
Beginning German with Prof. Maclntyre.
Maclntyre's group plan on German Radio Plays has
been cancelled.The ECHO erroneously reported that Choreography"
would jbe offered during Jan Plan. It should have been
Calligraphy.
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S^A/VJE . will hating , a. meeting this Thursday at 6
in the Smith Room of Robert's Union. Planning for
speakers and films for the year as well as having a
dinner and strategies for changing Sellers will be
^ v
discussed.
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Gregory Qny author of three Collections of poetry,
BURNING THE EMPTY NESTS, GATHERING THE
BONES TOGETHER, and most recently, THE RED
HOUSE, will read from his work on Mon. Oct. 6 in the
Robinson Room of the Library. Mr. Orr graduated from
Antioch College, received an M.B'.A. from Columbia
University, where he studied' with Stanley Kuhitz and
Mark Strand. He is currently an Assistant Professor at
thb University of Virginia, and has been awarded a
Guggenheim Fellowship and a grant from the National
Endowment of the Arts. His poems have appeared in
THE NEW YORKER, THE ' AMERICAN POETRY
REVIEW, THE PARIS REVIEW, and other magazines;
he currently edits poetry for THE VIRGINIA QUARTERLY REVIEW. Admission for this event is free.
Anyone interested in a Jan Plan in Africa should
contact Lucy Nichols at X240 or Richard Robinson at
X352. The trip will go to Malawi to visit Prof.
Christiansen, a Colby economics professor doing a
fellowship there. The cost is. high. Students are expected to arrange sponsors independently.
Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI)^ will award $15,000 to
student composers in sums ranging from $500 to $2500.
The contest is designed for citizens or permanent
residents of the Western Hemisphere who are under
twenty-six years of age as of Dec. 31, 1980. No
limitations are established as to stylistic considerations,
instrumentat ion, length or number of works submitted.
The competition closes Feb. 16, 1981, and official rules
and entry blanks are available from James G. Roy, Jr.,
Director, BMI Awards to Student Composers, Broadcast
Music, Inc., 320 West 57th ST., New York, N.Y. 10019.
College and university students may win up to $1,000
in Scholarship Awards for an original and ' practical
idea based on the use of polystyrene foam. The Fourth
Annual EPS Scholarship Awards Competition, sponsored by the Expanded Polystyrene Division of The
Society of the Plastics Industry, challenges inventive
minds to design workable, worthwhile, new products
using expanded polystyrene as an important element.
Cash prizes of $1,000, $500, and $200 are offered.
Honorable Mention plaques are given f or Fourth and
Fifth runners-up. A brochure describi ng th e contest
requirements, and including a preliminary entry form,
is available from the Dean's office or by writing to: The
Society of - the Plastics Industry, 3150 Des Plaines
Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60018. The competition will be
judged during the Expanded Polystyrene Division
Annual Conference on March 5, 1981.
A Bagel Breakfast sponsored by Hillel will be held at
10:30 a.m. on Sunday-on the second floor of Roberts
Union. Prof. Labov will speak on "Inherrent Jewish
Genetic Diseases."
Applications for the Washington Semester Program
are due October 15, 1980. This is a cooperative
program between Colby (among others ) and the
American University in Wash ington , D. C. The
program is dpen to all juniors regardless of major.
Programs include Washington Semester (national
government), Urban, Semester, Justice Semester,
Foreign Policy Semester , Economic Policy Semester,
and the American Studies Semester. For applications
and information see Mrs. Kiralis in Eustis 308.
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Anyone interested in working on a Student-Alumni
Relations Committee please call Faith Bramhall x537 or
Janet Bla u x549 for father information.
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NEED Extra Money - Models
wanted for Life Drawin g class.

""

ROBERT KLEIN FANS. Am
looklng for a copy of Child of
the Fifties to record . Can offer
home-baked cookies In return.
Replies to Box 10. •
RESPONSIBLE student available
for babysittin g - afternoons or
evenin gs. Call Nancy at ext. 515.

_

__

1

- The Mystic Seaport Museum, is sponsoring an article
writing
contest for unpublished manuscripts on
'
maritime subjects, of no more than 6,000 words. Strictly
naval topics are not eligible/ Entries should be submitted to Gerald E. Morris before April 1, 1981K and the
winning article will receive a $300 prize and be
published in The Log of Mystic Seaport. Editorial
guidelines and further information may be obtained
from Log Editor Gerald. E. Morris, Mystic Seaport,
Mystic Ct. 06355.
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FOUNDA key chain with three
keys at registration . Two appear to be dorm keys and the
third is a mail key. The chain
Has two, clear plastic squares
with Walt Disney characters on
them. Contact Lucy at ext. 240.
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Experience
helpful
but not
necessary . Call Beth Ellis at
872-7086.

EXETERIAN
ARACHNID
Thanks for the **Ace Disco " .
. CherFo Luv , Bangor Lass and
Eskimo.
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A critical look

Letters To Tlie Editor

To the Editor :

Businessmen at Colby, not the recruiter variety, but corporate decision makers to
discuss the relationship between business and liberal arts institutions caused me to
evaluate my Colby education.
At Colby's 150th anniversary , former President Robert E. L. Sfrider wrote "Colby
*
and other colleges were founded upon ideals that have not changed. A center
for
sound learning in the quiet wilderness of Maine in 1813 was something to be desired.
The quiet wilderness of Maine in 1813 was something to be desired. The quiet
wilderness almost everywh ere is gone, and the cacophonous megalopolis that
stretches the length of our Atlantic coast has crept to the margins of the forests to
the North. But the need for sound learning remains , and the human race , wherever it
is found , still faces the fundamen tal questions that are promp ted by man's perennial
curiosity ;"
President Strider is right. The world will never cease to need trained minds with-a
sense of perspective on differen t times, and cultures to grappl e with "fundamental
questions that are prompted by man 's perennial curiosity " and problems raised by a
rapidly changing society . where cornerstone assumptions are changed over
gener ations rather than centuries.
Critical analysis or developing more than a "bumpersticker mentality, " as Charles
Bassett described ' it in a Commentary to the ECHO , is realized at Colby to varying
degrees with individual students.
The second goal of liberal education is to produce a well-rounded individual , welladapted to his culture .and time. Colby graduates have a few square corners that
curriculum change , more spirited analysis of our environment , and a more diverse
social atmosphere could alleviate.
For instance , computer literacy, i.e. hands-on experienc e .should be a graduation
requirement. Bookkeeper s post records at a terminal , secretaries send standardized
letters from word processing machines , and reporters have trade d in their
typewriters for keyboards and only 200 Colby students per semester use Colby 's
computer facility according to Prof. Sandy Maisel, chairman of the computer
committee.
The faculty will consider the proposal Oct. 22 and expanded computer facilities will
be included in the upcoming capital drive but these actions are long overd ue.
Socially, , Colby is not repr esentaative of our society. A high concentration of New
England students , few minority . students , and an upper middle-cla ss bias , has
characterized Colby in the past and given us a parochi al flavor. The diversity of the
class of 1984 is refreshing but it has not eliminated the problem.
Social issues reach Colby years after other institutions face them. The fraternity
debate at Colby is one year old, women's rights issues have been prominent for five
years at most and Colby has seen no gay right' s organization.
Maybe the "quiet wilderness " and one hundred miles of Route 95 account for our
insularity or maybe we ju st apply our critical techniq ues too narrowly.
"I could change the world faster than I could change Colby," said Rachel
Lavengood , class speaker of 1980, and because Cplby always seems to be catching
up.
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at the University of Maine
at Orono , and in 1977, Dr.
Jill Boutrelle replaced Dr.
Lester while he was : on
sabbatical leave. We are
very pleased to have Mrs .
Irgang with us and are sure
she will, provide a valuable
addition to our service.
Sincerely,
Paul Perez
Clinical Psychologist
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Lucy Nichols

Dorothy Distelhors t
Layout Editor

I would like to thank you
for printin g the story
headed "New Woman's
Clinician" (Sept. 25). I'm
sure the stor y will help us
considerabl y in makin g the
college aware 'of Mrs.
Ir gang's availabi lity to help
student s. I would " like to
make two minor corrections. The story heading
"New Woman 's Clinician "
is somewhat misleading,
since Mrs. Ir gang will be
available to both men and
The
women
students.
second correction is to the
statement describing Carol
Houde as "Colb y's first
woman clinician. " Dr. Jean
Perry was on campus full
time for a year during the
late 60's., until she resigned
to accept a position in New
Zealand. Mrs. Steven Marx ,
a psychiatric social worker
subsequently assisted us on
a part time basis until her
husband accepted a position
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To the Editor: ^ - I would like to call the
attention of your readers to
an erro r which appeared in
the last isstie of-the Colby
Echo. The article about the
new public policy program
repeated ly referred to the
program as a major. It is
not a major. It is a concentration beyond the major
in economics or government. . . ¦ -. V
Ever y student in the
public policy program must
major in either economics
These
or government.
student s can partici pate in
the public policy program
by takin g the additional
courses listed on pp. 8&—87

in the Colby catalogue. The
concentrat ion culminates _n
a team taught seminar
infocusing
bn.
student
terdisci plinary
research on a part icular
public policy issue. a.J ..
This 7 culminating " 7 experience differ entiates , the
program from a double
major in government and
economics by providin g an
explicit mechanism . for
synthesizin g 7 the - perspectives gained from the
partic ipatin g disciplines.

Cordiall y,
Tom Tietenber g
Director Public
Pro gram

Policy

Correction

The headline above Government Professor , Roger
Bowen's article on divestment in South Africa in last
week' s ECHO should have read 'Ba Ye Zwa \ The
People Live. A second error in tiie fifth paragraph was
also made. The sentence , should have read , "Little ,
however , is said about the South African Government
which through its policies of national and international
lawlessness and moral anarchy permits either white
corporate seduction or rape of tiie native Blacks , but in
fact encourages the latter because it means higher
profits for American corp orations and hence greater tax
revenue for the South African government. . The ECHO
regre ts the err ors.
,. - .
All letters must be signed and submitted by Monday
evening. Names will be withheld upon request , but the
author 's identity must be known to the Editors . The
Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten any letter. . If
we receive several letters concernin g one topic of interest , we may print only a representative letter.
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Power brokers in 80 ele ction
by Matt Don ahue a nd Steve Pfa ff

In 1980, we are erectin g a monument to a new institution in presidential politics-the media. In fact , the
growth of the media since the televised Nixon-Kenned y
debates in 1960 has gone so far as to produce a candidate.
John Anderson is a candidate for president who is
being forced to rely on media attention to make substantial gains in his campaign. Anderson is courting
this new powerbroker (tiie mediaJ ' fo prove to the
american people that he can win
However , Anderson is encounterin g financial difficulty . The two major party candidates , President
Carter and Ronald Reagan , will spend approximately
$16 million apiece on television . Anderson , however ,
will spend about that much for his entire campai gn.
With money being the weak link in Anderson 's
campaign, he has become forced to rely on another
source of support-namely the 18-21 year old voter. An
important force in the 1980 presidential election will be
the "a ct ive voter ". The reason the "active " voter is
important this year is because there are fewer of them .
In scarcity, their value increases.
Fifty-three percent of the registered voters in the
United States are expected to turn out in November .
Among those least likely to vote are the 18-21 year-olds ,
but this year may be different. With Reagan and
P res id ent Car t er pract ically runn ing neck an d neck ,
Anderson will be a major force in determining who our
next president will be. The expected low turnout , and
the appeal of Ander son to college students puts 18-21
year-old voters in a very influential position .
This is not an appeal to vote for John Anderson. '
Rather this is an appeal for us 18-21 year old voters to
evalua te a system of presidential elections.
The candidacy of John Anderson is under attack by
his opponents , and it probably should be. Anderson 's
campaign epitomizes the influence of the media in
presidential- politics. He has played on the notion of

personalities and empty party platforms. His political
base is NBC, CBS and ABC. Anderson 's run for the
White House is hot based on What is right for America ,
but rather what is wron g with America. He is thriving
on the weakness of the selection process. At stake is the
politica l party, and the leadership of theJLJnited States
for the next four years. ' '. . . '
j
.,
Although the influence of our party system has been
wanin g through , the 1970's, the Republica n and
Democratic conventions this summer produced platforms which clearly expressed differences in . ideology
and values. They have evolved over a period of time
based on personalities , events and policy. They reflect
trends in history, public opinipn ,: and servie as a check
on nominees. The party platforms are designed to
appea l to¦ the Democrat s and Republica ns of this
;,
coun t ry. But at times in our history the platforms of major
parties have not appe aled to certain voters. The
Eolitical history of the United Stat es shows that there
ave been third party movements , t hat have stood for
specific ideologies and issues. ' .. The' P ro gress ives
represente d a major politica l movement in the lBSO's.
Their candidat e, James Weaver ," stoodtor the r ights of
the fanner and the suppressed industrial worker.
Eugene Debs, the Socialist Party candidate at the turn
of the centur y , believed in a egalitarian society.
John Anderso n did not leave the Repu blican Part y
because of his diehard belief in 6ne H issue , He left the
pa rty /because it is his belief that tho political part y
system is declining and that Americans ar e open to
change. Ancl he knows that the influence of the riiedia
may make him a force to contend with in the 198(0
pr esidential election. The political party of John
; ^
And erson is the television set.
So what do the ugn year old ppwerbr okers do? It
seems we have little choice at this point since the
system seems so well established . John Anders on, the
smart man 's politician , knows this; And he knows how
,
to play the game;
I
v
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I am sur prised and
disappointed that "Coach
position
as
McGee 's"
football coach was handed
to another man , without so
much as a "Thank You".
In no way am I maligning
the new coach, Mr. Kopp,
as I do not know him , I am
just sad arid angry that
there
was
ho
acknowledgement of Coach
McGee 's work' with the
football team in years past
and no recognition of all he
has accomplished both on
the football field and behind
the scenes.
We
have
a
thir d
"Stud ent" at Colby, our
second son to attend.
Not only Coach McGee
but his iwife arid family
nurtured , gave a pat on the

twick; •- a scolding -when
needed , listened and heard ,
adv ised when asked and

opened ^ieir hearts and
their homes to our sons and
sons of man y others .
Briari;~ the first to attend
Colby was a seventeen year
old; crew cut kid, "Mr.
Jock" . Man y did not see or
bother to take the time to
look beneath -the sur faceCoach ; McGeie : and Mrs.
McGee saw and cared.
There are many young
men - whom we f eel would
hot be a bit bash ful about
saying how much they love
and . respect Coach McGee,
the man , the f ather , the
husband and their friend .
Now our third Colby
student has been hurt, had
doubts and quest ions but he
comfor ted,
has
been
befriended and loved by tiie
entire McGee family. '

We are happy in the
knowledge, that . .. when we
could not Bfe-ifiear to help
absorb some of the hurts ,
that this wonderful man,
Coach Mc Gee, and his
family are hear
congiving
and
tinouall y
shar ing.
Colby College is a
beaut iful place and anyone
who att ends , ever at t ended
or had a son or dau ghter
attend , is indeed going to
have a life time of
memor ies.
_/
Two of our sons have not
only been the receipients of

an excellent education but
also the . never end ing

friendship of this warm ,
carin g family.
y May we say "Thank you
so very much Coach Mc Gee
and family f or so much
car ing ."
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Cone

StudentJ adicfiwy statement
TO the Student Bocly,>

section two where in the One such policy covers
Dean would be allowed to vandal ism. Once a vandal
exercise his descretion as to has made restitution for the
which cases" ' warranted a damaged article (s) a fine of

We, the members of the
Student Judicial Board are
is
percent
writing this letter -in an full hearing by the Stu-J twenty-five
attem pt to clar ify some and which could best be collected and put into a
present issues and to inform dea_t7-with by his, office -fund . Last year the Stu-J
the students of the gener al alone. The Board endorses voted to spend the acprocedures and policies of the Task .., Force proposal cumulated f ine money to
the Board. ' 7;
and hope.''¦'.that this change purchase more books for
The Stu-J is currently will serve to encoura ge Miller Librar y. The Board
open
to
always
composed
of
twelve facult y members to re port is
students from the upper all cases of academic suggestions fpr ways in
which the money can be
three classes, ten of whom dishonest y.
Another topic which the spent to benefit the entire
are presently on campus.
Each Spring, the Stu-J in Board has debated at campus .
As members - of the
conjunction with the, Stu-A considerable length is the
and Stu-Re p Assembly hold status and powers of the Student Judicial Board we
interviews to select four IFC and subjudiciaries. We are united in our belief that
new justices.
wish to point out that the ours is a re presentative
The interviews are open Colby Constitution allows body serving the entire
communit y .
to all freshmen and are for the creation of sub- college
announced . two weeks , iri judiciaries within any local Selection and tenure of
advance. Once, chosen , a living units, and that / members is designed to
ensure diversity of opinion
justice 's term lasts for his althou gh
subsequent
or ' •, her remaining three decisions , are reviewable , and continuity , in operation .
Our aim is not to strike
years , at Colby, for two they may often be the
reasons.
quickest and most equitable fear in the hearts of our
board' s solutions.
First ,
the
The guidelines fellow students but to enthe rules and
procedures are complicated for the creation of such force
and one's knowled ge of how subjudiciaries are expressly regulations of the school as
the sy stem functions grows spelled out in the current equitably as possible. We
wish to point out that the
best with time. Second, It is Student Handbook.
in this fashion that the
The IFC , on tiie other board was initially formed
group may best retain some hand , is" an organization with the notion that students
and with a judiciary designed to "sitting in judgement of
sense - ; of continuity
<" ¦
cohesion: ;
deal with problems "unique their fellow students can
. The Board has spent time arid particular .\ to" the give the most understanding
this Pall in large part fraternities.
Although we hearin g of the particular
dealing with * current can hardly advocate a case and can best adjudge
of their
Force system ; of dual-justice- one the behavior
Problems '^ • " Taisk
Proposer
Iccncernirig
set of ' rules by which peers. "
Student participation in
Academic Dishonesty. ;
fraternity
members are
Their " proposal delineates governed and another set discipline helps to foster
those 7infroctl6ris; • which for! the ; 'remaining student mature and positive atwould constitute a case of body- we recognize that in a titudes , toward ~~ student
and
dishonesty and ; suffests the certain number of ; cases responsibility ^
manner 7in7 f wliich ;they justice , may ' best be ren- , establishes relationshi ps, of
should be dealt witt ^V The dered by this group. When mutual ' trust and respect
main 'feature ^ ; however,'• is a conflict as: to thQ true among all members of the
that ;7in ' this ,; hew^i proposal jurisdiction of a case does Colby community. '
" jurisdiction ; of ,' ,' such ;cases arise , the question is to be Respectfull y Submitted ,,
would now go to ,tlie Student settled by the members of Kitt y Weyl , , Chief Justice ,
( Judicial Board s as opposed the Faculty Appeals Board. Kovln Kehoe, Vice-Chiof
to the Faculty Appeals s Over ;ythe . pastT severa l Justice , Cindy Koehler ,
Board , 7 7:^herje, i^7theyVc years ' a ' number of blanket Secretary, Tonl Ciota rMark
evblved so Farmer , Nancy , Brown ,
; previously ' been ; senfc ' ¦ • ¦ ^ policies ', have
) Wot have suggestedi one that cases ; which ^ do not John > Baskin ,
Brenda
minor;7 ; change -in s i the involve a specific question Schoider , Brenda Cotsen,
prop osal.
This change of guilt .may be efficiently Kelly Dodge; v Nobel , Carpenter , Marl Samaras
would effect part two aria equitab ly dealt with ,

A salute to medioerity
by Robert Skoglund
Gram p Wiley looked up from his newspaper and observe d, "If you'd
' • recorded 'You're Cheetin Hart ' you'd be rich today. It says here that the man
who sung it made over a million dollars. Almost everyone in America bought a
copy."
1 I thought about that for a week and finally wrote a letter to the editor of our
local paper. I 'd never written an ything before so it was quite a struggle , but I
finally got something onto the pape r that made sense sto me.
" You're Cheetin Hart" never impressed me as much of a song.- 1 said a sure
way to get rich and famous was to record music that was bad enough to appeal to ever ybody. My letter rambled on until it collapsed in a f lurr y of
hackne yed invect ives against mediocr ity .
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The day my fetter was published my phone rang continually. By the time I
unplugged it at 10 p.m., my band had been booked for 17 June wedding
rece ptions , 12 private parties , 13 dances at BYOB clubs , six high school
reunions , four bar mitzva hs, two orgies and a guest appearance on Maine
Public Radio.
Gramp cut out my letter and stuck it to the refrigerator door. Just about
everyone who'd read it had done the same. I'd sudde nly become a local
celebr ity who got compliments everywhere .
The editor who had published my letter asked me to write a weekly column
for him adding thdt I'd "fit right in."
At first I didn't accept his offer : I didn 't want my name associated with such
a poorly written paper. Everyone in the county eagerly reads every word in it.
There was no way I could survive as a journalist : anyone who reads a
column on a regular basis knows that writing has to be trashy or of a sen, sational nature , to capture a large enthusias tic, audience .
. Much to my surprise my new column was acclaimed by one and all. Editors
from all over the United States and Can ada asked if they could reprint it in
their papers.
Meanwhile , I'd made a guest appearance on Maine Public Radio. Frankly , I
didn 't think anyone would listen to me.iThe quality of radio progra mming has
. fallen so low that onlystati ons featuring the worst in music and chatter can
claim any listeners at all. But hundreds of people wrote in to say that the
Humble Fanner was just what they wanted to hear. I was immediate lv i
impressed into the 11 p.m. slot on Wednesdays.
Unfortunately, a TV crew made a tape of my band' s recent concert which
will be shown on Maine Public Television on April 26th. I say "unfortunately "
because since my first letter mentioned the public 's demand for mediocri ty
Fve done nothing but play for wedd ing receptions , write columns and make
radio programs.
The programs on TV are terrible. They have to be bad or people refuse to
«?•
watch them. ,
Gramp Wiley showed a good understandi ng of the situation when he said,
"Don 't let 'erri run that first program . You just ain 't got time for a TV series. "
The Humble Farmer can bo heard on Maine
Radio every Wednesda y
¦¦ ¦' . ¦ Public
-r
nt li p.m. 90.0 FM.

Edito r 's note : Tho hipnble Farmer will appear every week in
tlie ECHO on th e Op Ed page courtesy of Robert Skoglund .
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WMHB may shut dawn
WMHB may be forced to
go off the " air on ,April 1 if
differences with the FCC
remain
unresolved, according to assistant station
mana ger Ross Brennan.

"The thing that 's really
upsetting us at - MHB is we

broadcast illegally.

Despite these problem s,
wr ote them in June asKing
what oiur statu s was, but got declared Cr ocker , this year
no reply. " Crocker con- could see "the tightest
tinued; "We reall y didn't WMHB schedule that Colby
The problems arose from know what our status was College has had in quite a
an edict issued last fall by unt il two weeks ago," when while."
the FCC , declaring that all he called the commission. .
non-profit ten-watt ' radio
The station is making use
"There
is still some of gimmicks , such as
stations had to move to an
uncon test ed part of the chance " that the station 's Crocker 's own _trivia show
band and become com- signal cOuld be boosted, and
John
Jackson 's
Crocker
said. "Android Hour ," he said.
mer cial ,
justify
their thou gh,
existence to receive a "There are a couple of "Because we're smaller we
waiver and remain where options " open , he stated , have to appeal to ( listeners )
they were, . or boost their but refused to comment on in a different ways."
signal to a minimum of 100 what they are. "They might
be longshots , but we're still
Watts.
7 Fpr th e f irst t ime in
hopin g."
several
year s,
noted
WMHB applied for a
According to Brennan , Crocker , the station has "a
waiver last spring, Brennan "We 've been prom ised
very tight \news departsaid , but was turned down. support
by
the
ad- ment " The , bureau is
They then sought ap- ministration
of
Colby
propriations from Stu-A, College" in rectifying the headed by Laura Strassman
about $5,000, to boost power. situation. It' s possible, he and "adds a little bit of
When the funds were noted , that the station will profession alism for us."
allocated , they immediately seek "legal means to keep
contacted the FCC.
Several specials are also
our current status. "
planned , including all-night
They were told, however ,
election
covera ge' in
"If we continue to operate November. In addition , all
according
to
station
man a ger Dan Crocker , that the way wie are , we will be home football games and
"we were supposed to file illegal by next April 1," the possibly some awa y games
before Jan. i of this year ," annual filing date for FCC will be broadcas t . W ith this
added. type
and since they didn 't , sanct ion, , he
of
innovative
" accord ing to the FCC , "There 's no wa y we're pro gramming , commented
we're stuck at ten wa tt s going off the air on April 1, Crocker , " 'MH B could be
unt il death do us part. "
an d yet we 're not going to the stat ion to listen to. "
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, "Ph ysically, I finished a lot of: wor k thait was started
last spri ng; 7 Arid it was nice to have ; someone in the
office to answer -the phone ,'* says; WMHB7 Program
DirectOT - KeUeyKash. ^;^^
Kash ; spent 220—250 hours last summer in the radio
station • building^furniture ,>% painting walls '^arid
straightening but the financial records. 7 After Ihavihg
spent all night working as the night operator at Dana
desk , and anothe r she hours' work at the radio station ,
Kash went home exhausted each day] ft 7
:7 1 7
The dedication he showed last summer Is. paying off
for the station. In 1 order' tov ihake -it throug hJ thelir
presen t licensing difficulty and boost thiel^
10 to 100 watts , WMHB heeds tne enthusiastic support of
capablapeople. -/7/ : 77:i7,^
Kash noted that key people who used to be heavily
involved with the tedinlcal aspects of the station but
had lost interest are again becoming excited about
WMHB. "they liked the changes that took place over
¦ the summer ;"^:--,! 7 ^;A 'Kff - :AirAJ ^; ^^^A hiA WAi^rMrf
After his summer work , Kash finds it difficult to deal
with students at the station who don't have aii7 enthusiasm equal to his, "I' ve come to the realiz«tlon "
Kash notes , "tlmt you can't tell people how to do things.,
You can just tell them when they go wrong and whyi'V • j
The education of WMHB personnel is Kash's highest .
priority. 77 : "No one ;at the station knows all of the
technical aspects of it and only one person is trying to;
lead them . all. We have to teach underclassmen how to:
do things like ninnlrig remote broadcasts froni iiootball i
games. But before we can do any th ing fancy, we've got
- to¦ jMt :: tiie:basicsM gh^^
The ; radio stat ion is runni ng :a serlis of workshops
with which DJ' s are being trained; Although attendance ,
is/described;
workshops ' will-^provide the ; moans for improving tho
7t<&hnicai;prodiic£to ^^
i7 "When ; the ;FCC looks at our request for ; a; jjfow w ;
boost , they're going to ask whether or not we deserve it. , ;
if we're running a technically good program , they'll be '
. mbrelikely'fo' ^ri ^

